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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Japan, a country long considered to be one of the most advanced welfare states in Asia, 

has an unfortunate history of being less representative in its gender equality status. The 

annual Global Gender Gap Report 2015 placed Japan 101
st
 out of the 145 countries 

under assessment in the report (World Economic Forum 2015). There was only a slight 

change from the previous year when Japan ranked 104
th

, even though the Abe 

government has been working towards increasing female participation in the labour 

force and in executive positions. While it is clear that this promotion of female 

participation is not yet mirrored on the gender equality status of Japan, there are 

previously male-dominated areas in the Japanese society where gender roles have began 

to change and blur in the recent decades, one of them being taiko, the Japanese art of 

drumming. While originally searching for a theme for this thesis, I accidentally came 

upon a company based in Kyoto called Taiko Center that, since its establishment in 

1988, has attracted an increasing amount of women into the formerly masculine world 

of taiko. Since recreational taiko has become more easily approachable to women with 

the spread of Taiko Center practice rooms around Japan, I decided that by looking into 

this aspect of female participation I might be able to find clues about how participants in 

taiko classes view their own position in the Japanese society. Therefore, this thesis 

focuses on gender issues that revolve around taiko, specifically focusing on gender 

discourses that appear in the context of practicing taiko as a woman in a previously 

male-dominated field. Being a new kind of a business model where classes are 

practically available for anyone wanting to participate, investigation into this fairly 

unique place of recreation might provide interesting information particularly about 

gender aspects that are not so apparent in the context of professional taiko. There has 

been some academic research about taiko drumming, but only a handful of academics 

have touched upon the gender issues connected to taiko from a social studies point of 

view. In addition, almost all of the existing studies have focused on professional groups, 

but in this thesis I will mainly discuss recreational taiko which has been almost 

completely ignored by the academic circles.  

 

As a drummer and taiko player with an interest in social issues of the modern Japanese 

society, the selection of this topic came quite naturally to me. It combines multiple 
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interests of mine related to Japan. My first contact with taiko drumming occurred in 

2008-2009 during an exchange semester at Kwansei Gakuin University in Nishinomiya, 

Hyogo. There I encountered a professor who had a great interest both in Finland and in 

taiko drumming, and he eventually introduced me to an amateur taiko group practicing 

in Takarazuka. I trained with the group for almost the entire year of my exchange period 

and gained invaluable experience not only about playing the drums themselves, but also 

concerning the Japanese society from the perspective of a taiko group member. At the 

time of my entry into the group, all members were Japanese men aged roughly between 

25 and 45 years, and originally the group appeared to be very much a closed masculine 

environment. What came as a surprise later on was the fact that the sensei teaching new 

songs and choreography to the group was actually a woman. Later two fellow exchange 

students of mine also joined the group, both of them women, and the group was as 

welcoming to them as they had been to me. These two aspects changed my perception 

of the restrictive nature of the group and made me ponder how welcoming the world of 

taiko actually is towards new things. Recently I was fortunate enough to spend another 

exchange period in Japan in the context of my master's degree. Staying nearly six 

months as an exchange student in Kansai Gaidai University allowed me to use some of 

my time in Japan to gather materials for this thesis and to perform the interviews used 

as the primary source material.  

 

When selecting the theory and methodology of the thesis, my aim was to choose a 

relevant and consistent set of contemporary theories and methods. The interviews of 

recreational taiko enthusiasts performed at the Taiko Center in Kyoto form the core of 

my materials, around which I will build upon using performativity and third space 

theory as my theoretical background, and critical discourse analysis as the primary 

method of analysis. These theories and methods form a logical and interconnected set of 

tools upon which an interdisciplinary thesis like this can be built. In the introduction 

chapter, the historical background of ensemble taiko drumming and the most relevant 

themes related to gender participation in the Japanese society will be presented. The 

second chapter will focus on the theoretical approaches that form the foundation of the 

analysis. The third chapter will introduce the methods used for the analysis of materials, 

and present the interviews that function as the primary source material. The fourth 

chapter will focus on the analysis of the interviews and previous studies with the 

methods and materials provided in the third chapter. The fifth chapter will evaluate if 
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answers were found to the study questions, and how the analysis compares with the 

theory and previous research. As visuality plays a large part not only in taiko in general, 

but also in depicting the gender approaches that many groups mentioned in this thesis 

have taken, adding pictures to certain parts of the thesis makes the theme more easily 

approachable and perceivable. The appendix includes the original questionnaire forms 

used in the interviews, as well as links to performance videos of various groups referred 

to in this thesis. 

 

 

1.1 Research Aims and Questions 

 

This thesis aims to analyze various discourses in the setting of Japanese taiko drumming, 

comparing amateur and professional taiko mainly through their gender aspect. As one of 

the uncommon cases in Japanese society where women have successfully taken a 

previously male-dominated field as their own, investigating taiko as a possible tool of 

female emancipation has the potential to shed light into why women have been taking 

up taiko, and have been able to successfully do so. My aim is therefore to discuss the 

ongoing change of gender roles in the world of taiko and draw parallels from this 

change to the current situation of gender equality in Japan. The focus of the analysis 

will be on recreational taiko as there are very few academic studies about it, but 

professional taiko will also be discussed as it is more visible in the Japanese society 

than its recreational variety. Following are the study questions used for this thesis.  

 

1 What types of discourses can be found in the world of taiko regarding gender 

and sex? 

2 How do these discourses differ between recreational and professional taiko? 

3 Is there an ongoing change of gender discourse in the taiko sphere? 

4 Have women selected taiko as their hobby because they want to resist gender 

stereotypes? 

5 Can taiko practice room be considered a place of emancipation from the 

masculine hegemonic nature of the Japanese society? 

6 How do the answers to the preceding questions reflect the broader gender status 

of the Japanese society?  
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1.2 Terminology 

 

Before examining the history of wadaiko, it is imperative that clear definitions are 

presented for the terminology used in this thesis. When describing Japanese drumming 

from a historical perspective, wadaiko would appear to be the most suitable general 

term for the act of drumming with traditional instruments. This term can be divided into 

two parts, wa (和) and daiko (太鼓), where wa describes something Japanese-style and 

daiko is the voiced form of the word taiko, meaning drum. In a historical context words 

such as taiko or kumi-daiko could be used instead of wadaiko, but with these words 

there exists a possibility of misinterpretation: taiko is also a general name for the drums 

used, while kumi-daiko (組太鼓) refers to ensemble taiko drumming, which is not 

always the case with wadaiko. Therefore, in the following chapter on taiko’s historical 

background, I will use wadaiko as an umbrella term of describing Japanese drumming 

in general. However, in later chapters I will use the shorter term taiko without italics, as 

it is the grammatically correct English term to describe Japanese drumming. Many 

academics also use this term in their work (Bender 2012, Matsue 2016), and therefore it 

is clearer to use it when discussing modern aspects of wadaiko. In addition, I will use 

English terms such as taiko drumming, taiko drums and Japanese drumming in this 

thesis where appropriate for the sake of clarity.  

 

Japanese names in this thesis will always be presented as "Firstname Lastname". For the 

romanization of Japanese words, I have used the modified Hepburn system. All 

translations in this thesis have been done by the author. 

 

 

1.3 History of wadaiko 

 

Japanese drums have existed for at least a thousand years, but their original purpose was 

not only to serve as a musical instrument. The sound of taiko carries over great 

distances, and therefore they were used in villages to message the people working on 

the fields, and on battlefields to issue commands to the troops. In a musical context, 

taiko has been a key instrument in Japanese festivals for centuries. Taiko plays a 
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significant role in the ethnic religion of Japan, Shinto, in which taiko drums are used a 

tool of worship. The playing of a taiko is used to give thanks Shinto gods (kami 神) 

especially during summer festivals of local communities, and it is also believed that the 

sound of the drums summoned the gods to the festival venue to take part in the 

celebrations. This music is the sacred music of Shinto, kagura, which can also be heard 

in a slightly different form in ceremonies at local shrines. Outside of the religious usage, 

wadaiko has played an important role in classical stage music. In traditional Japanese 

theatre forms of Noh and Kabuki, different kinds of drums have been widely used to 

accompany the music and to create various sound effects. Lastly, gagaku, the Japanese 

imperial court music and dance has also utilized various kinds of drums throughout its 

history. (Varian 2005: 21-26.) 

 

The abovementioned music types utilizing taiko can be divided into three different 

genres: gagaku, goten geinō and minzoku geinō (Bender 2012: 15). From these gagaku 

was already explained above, and goten geinō translates to classical stage performing 

arts that includes Noh and Kabuki. The most relevant in regards to the birth of kumi-

daiko is minzoku geinō, folk performing arts, which includes kagura music played 

during religious rituals and festivals. This type of folk music revolves around small 

rural communities as opposed to the more urban Noh and Kabuki, and drums have also 

historically played a larger part in the folk performing arts. The music pieces used in 

folk performing arts usually do not have a composer and are passed on orally, and 

historically this has given the folk performing arts a crude and unsophisticated image. 

This image was amplified by the rural setting in which the music was performed, and 

the usage of drumheads made of leather, an impure article in the Shinto religion. This 

image persisted until the end of World War II, after which the Japanese society had to 

adjust to the drastically changed domestic and international situation. (Bender 2012: 31-

34.) 

 

A common misconception among people not familiar with the history of wadaiko is that 

kumi-daiko has existed for hundreds of years in its current form. This is not the case, 

however, as kumi-daiko emerged in the 1950s as a part of a movement pursuing the 

revitalization of Japanese traditions. This revitalization was a direct result of the 

downfall of Japanese traditional arts before and during the war. (Konagaya 2007: 2.) A 

jazz enthusiast and drummer by the name of Daihachi Oguchi played an integral role in 
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the creation of this new form of folk performing arts that utilized the taiko drums 

(Varian 2005: 27). In 1947 Oguchi was asked to decipher and old taiko score found in a 

soybean warehouse in Suwa, Nagano. After Oguchi had decoded the score with some 

help from a local blacksmith, he found that the piece was meant to be played as solo and 

that it was quite slow and uneventful. As a jazz drummer he started thinking of ways to 

make the piece more interesting and imagined various sized taiko as different parts of a 

Western drum set. The high-pitched shime-daiko began to work as the equivalent for the 

snare drum, keeping a steady time throughout the songs. Medium-sized drums started 

functioning as the source of the melody, much like the tom-toms in a Western drum set. 

Finally, the largest drums that Oguchi had, the rope-fastened okedō-daiko started to 

function as the equivalent for the bass drum. (Bender 2012: 50-51.)  To be able to play 

the piece in its new form with several drums at a local festival, he founded an ensemble 

which was named Osuwa Daiko (御諏訪太鼓) according to the region where Oguchi 

found the original score for their first piece. The group gradually gained popularity in its 

native prefecture of Nagano, but the big break for the group came after the group's 

performance had been featured on national television in the end of the 1950s. This 

eventually led to an invitation to play in the opening ceremony of the Tokyo Olympics 

in 1964 and paved the way for the expanse of kumi-daiko throughout Japan. (Bender 

2012: 52.) Oguchi continued his work later in Japan, but also in the United States where 

he founded several taiko dojos, teaching actively until his death in 2008. The fusion of 

Western rhythms and Japanese instruments made the style of Osuwa Daiko the 

foundation for the modern kumi-daiko, but this fusion is not very evident if one is not 

familiar with the history of wadaiko. Nevertheless, the foundation of kumi-daiko has 

elements both from Western and Eastern music, making it a unique hybrid in music 

utilizing traditional Japanese instruments. 
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Figure 1. Daihachi Oguchi, founder of Osuwa Daiko. Photo: Unknown. 

 

In the end of the 1950s and the beginning of 1960s, many wadaiko groups were formed 

in various regions of Japan, partly thanks to the influence of Osuwa Daiko and partly 

because of their own motivations to revitalize traditional Japanese culture. One of these 

groups was Sukeroku Daiko (戸助六太鼓), a group founded to perform in Tokyo's 

Bon-festivals, which were making a revival from the dormant state of festivities during 

and right after World War II. Sukeroku Daiko developed into a more flashy style of 

performance that incorporated acrobatic elements like spins and jumps. Their selection 

of venues was also different from Osuwa Daiko, as they often performed in bars and 

nightclubs, bringing taiko performances to new environments with new types of 

audiences. Therefore they had a major influence in the popularization of wadaiko, 

especially in the Tokyo area. Perhaps the globally most well known wadaiko group, 

Kodo, also has its roots in the 1960s. In 1969, Tagayasu Den, a traveller with a keen 

interest in peasantry and Japanese folklore journeyed to the island of Sado off the coast 

of Niigata prefecture. He was determined to start a group called Ondekoza (鬼太鼓座) 
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that would be based on traditional values and arts, where all the members would live 

communally while growing as much of their own food as possible. Later the group 

added increasingly demanding training routines like running marathons to train their 

bodies to withstand intensive drumming, dancing and long tours. (Bender 2012: 58-59, 

66-68.) In 1981, Den parted ways with the forming members of Ondekoza. The 

members remaining on the island formed Kodo (鼓童), while Den continued on his own 

path after creating a new Ondekoza with new members, and performing mainly in the 

United States with his new members (Varian 2005: 29). Ondekoza gained fame later not 

only for their taiko performances, but also for their physical conditioning, which they 

believed to be essential an essential part of taiko. For example, they used to run from 

one performance venue to the next, covering huge distances in America and China 

among other places. Den Tagayasu passed away in an automobile accident in 2001, but 

the group did not disband despite the loss of their founder. It continues to perform at the 

time of writing this thesis, nowadays using Shizuoka prefecture as its home base. 

 

After the split of the original Ondekoza on Sado Island, the members that remained on 

the island forming Kodo had to take a different path than the new Ondekoza in their 

regrouping efforts. As Den departed from the island, he took with him all of the 

instruments, furniture, tools, books etc. Therefore the group had to rebuild almost 

everything on the island from scratch. This rebuilding and reorganizing process took 

some years, and during this time Kodo added new songs to their repertoire, acquainted 

their previous contacts to their new group name, and rebuilt their organizational 

structure. During the Ondekoza era, the group was run strictly by Den and everything 

was extremely disciplined, almost militaristic. With Kodo, romantic relationships 

between members of the group became accepted, everyone started receiving a monthly 

salary instead of just accommodation and meals, and surveillance of practice routines 

such as the famous morning jogs became regulated by the members themselves. The 

group suffered another loss in 1987, when their leader and financial manager Toshio 

Kawauchi passed away. Kawauchi had had a habit of keeping most of the financial and 

tour information in his remarkably good memory, so when he suddenly passed away, 

the group was driven into chaos as most of their financial and tour data vanished with 

his death. (Bender 2012: 100.) Kodo managed to rebound once again from this setback 

by creating a more consolidated system of management, and in 1988 the founded Kodo 

Village, a center for management and practice that was later designed to become an 
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“artisan village”. The same year Kodo organized the first Earth Celebration, an event 

created in order to invite ethnic musicians from around the world to perform on Sado 

Island, promoting the universal desire to drum. (Bender 2012: 101.) The event has 

become increasingly popular and continues to run at the time this thesis in being written. 

Kodo also continued to gain popularity during the 90s and 2000s, touring not only in 

Japan but in events and venues around the world. Nowadays the group uses divides its 

year by touring four months in Japan, four months abroad, and practicing on Sado 

Island for four months. Kodo has become the most well known wadaiko group in the 

world, having toured around the globe more than any other group. 

 

 

Figure 2. Kenta Nakagome of Kodo playing the ō-daiko. This kind of scene is symbolically important, as 

it is often used in posters etc. as a hallmark of taiko drumming and its masculine nature. Photo: Satoko 

Maeda. 

 

1.4 Gender in wadaiko 
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As briefly discussed in the previous section, even though ensemble taiko drumming was 

invented in the 1950s, it has roots deep in rural patriarchal institutions that governed 

Japan for hundreds of years before World War II. During this time, the participation of 

women in traditional Japanese instruments was confined to a small number of 

instruments, such as the Koto harp. Prevalent patriarchal themes in modern ensemble 

taiko that can be traced to this past era are for example artisan-type outfits used during 

performances, thematic influences taken from various traditionally accepted institutions 

(such as Shinto rituals, martial arts and classical theatre), and choreographic motifs 

during performances. As Konagaya suggests, by following these themes during public 

performances, a taiko player actively puts on an idealized masculine role that reasserts 

the values related to a patriarchal society. (2007: 2- 3.) Bender also asserts similar kinds 

of trends in this work, stating the following: 

 

“As much as taiko is a new practice that allows for the participation of new groups 

of people, its development has had a distinctly masculine orientation. All of the 

progenitors of ensemble taiko on the Japanese mainland were men, and the 

influence of their view of the ideal taiko player continues to resonate in 

contemporary taiko aesthetics.” (Bender 2012: 144.) 

 

It must also be noted that Shinto considers women to be ritually polluted, so it has 

historically been a taboo for women to participate in some Shinto rituals. This concept 

of pollution has also transmitted to taiko in some cases. Osuwa Daiko for example, 

being affiliated with religious festivals, did not recruit women initially for this reason. 

(Bender 2012: 144.)  

 

Women first came to the spotlight in the context of ensemble taiko in the end of the 

1970s. A female pioneer in taiko was an Okinawan performer by the name of Kimiko 

Kawata. Kawata moved in 1953 as a child from Okinawa to Tokyo with her parents and 

three sisters. Her family was deeply involved in the Ryūkyū Islands'
1

 traditional 

performing arts, and her father was particularly influential and well known pioneer of 

Okinawan folk performing arts. Alongside with her sisters, she had been trained from a 

young age in the arts of Ryūkyūan classical court dance that included learning a certain 

style of seated drumming to accompany the dance. This was Kawata's introduction to 

taiko, and by the 1970s taiko had started to play a major role in her life. She began to 

                                                 
1
 Chain of islands between Kyūshū and Taiwan, including Okinawa.  
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develop a new style of drumming that was performed standing rather than sitting, and 

started to practice this style with a group of women from her dance group. In 1977, an 

event first of its kind called Nihon no Taiko (Taiko of Japan, 日本の太鼓 ) was 

organized at the National Theatre of Japan in Tokyo. Groups from various prefectures 

were invited to display their respective local taiko styles, and Kawata's all-female group 

were asked to participate in the event representing Okinawa along with seven all-male 

groups representing various other prefectures of Japan. At this time the group was not 

yet officially a group focusing only on taiko, but a part of the Kawata Ryukyu Dance 

Group. This event was presumably the first large-scale taiko performance ever done by 

an all-female group, making it a truly groundbreaking event in the taiko world. In 1981, 

four years after the performance, Kawata founded her own female-only taiko ensemble 

named Miyarabi Taiko (みやらび太鼓). The playing style of the group differed from 

conventional styles of taiko at the time as it combined elegant dance-like movements 

together with hitting the drums, creating a contrast against the conventional male-

centered ensemble taiko performed with force and vigour. This fluid and elegant style 

was obviously seen as quite feminine. (Konagaya 2007: 25-50.) Even though there have 

been many member changes in the group, Miyarabi Taiko is still actively practicing and 

performing in 2016 as an all-female troupe. Combining two aspects that represent 

marginalization in Japanese society, female musicians and Okinawa, Kawata and her 

group were and still are pioneers of pushing the boundaries of female participation in 

the Japanese traditional music scene. On the other hand, the very fact that the group is 

Okinawan might have had a compartmentalizing impact on the gender aspect of their 

taiko performance back when they started, connecting the all-female group performance 

strictly to an Okinawan setting instead of something that could occur in mainland Japan. 

Nevertheless, she was the first to break the boundary for women to play taiko, setting an 

example for other groups in the fact that women can indeed perform taiko. 
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Figure 3. Miyarabi Taiko. Photo: Unknown. 

 

The same time Miyarabi Taiko was being founded in 1981, Taguyasu Den's Ondekoza 

was facing hardships and eventually disbanded due to differences of opinion between 

Den and the other members of the group. Den left Sado Island, while the remaining 

members decided to form a new group called Kodo. After the break-up Den settled in 

Nagasaki, where he founded the "second" Ondekoza. There had been no women in the 

original Ondekoza, but for the second coming of the group Den recruited a single 

woman, Yasuko Takakubo, for his new line-up of performers. Den specifically wanted a 

"petit and large eyed" woman to play a specific role in the future performances, while 

also working as a promotional centre character in the group. Takakubo had no actual 

experience of taiko before she joined in 1984 and had not even heard of Ondekoza 

before she was scouted for the group, but decided to join nevertheless in the hopes of 

increasing her physical capabilities and travelling abroad with the group. Her role did 

eventually become a central taiko player in the group, but unlike the men in the group 
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she performed while wearing a yukata
2
. Her standard performance style was to use a 

medium sized drum that was raised on an oblique drum stand and play in a feminine 

style with her legs closed and slightly bent, since a wide legged playing stance was 

obviously impossible while wearing a tight yukata. Occasionally she would also play 

the largest drum in the drum line-up, the ō-daiko (大太鼓). While playing the ō-daiko, 

she would have her yukata rolled up over her upper body with a cord and would wear a 

certain type of playing shorts on her legs. This allowed her to move more freely and 

enabled her to use her entire body to get power behind her strokes. The loose clothing 

also provided more mobility while playing, making her ō-daiko performance much 

more intense and brought her on par with male performers of the group. However, after 

a while Taguyasu Den wanted to highlight the feminine style of Takakubo and only 

allowed her to play the ō-daiko with her legs closed in full yukata. Still, the contrast of 

muscular men wearing only a loincloth and Takakubo's surprisingly powerful stage 

presence has made an impact on audiences in Japan as well as abroad. (Kuwahara 2005: 

7.) She worked as the chairwoman of Ondekoza from 1990 to 2001 and still continues 

to work with the group. Her performance, especially with the ō-daiko, was a 

demonstration that women could perform virtually any role in a taiko group and paved 

way for future groups to experiment with various gender approaches to taiko. 

 

 

Figure 4. Ondekoza with Yasuko Takakubo in her yukata performance outfit. Photo: Unknown. 

                                                 
2
 A light summer kimono. 
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The original 1981 line-up of Kodo consisted of 14 members of whom 10 were men and 

4 were women. Mizuki Kuwahara has written an article about the gender aspects of 

professional taiko in which she discusses interviews conducted with Motofumi 

Yamaguchi, the director in charge of the performances of Kodo, about the division of 

gender roles in the group. According to Kuwahara’s interviews, all members of Kodo 

took part in the practice as actual drummers originally, but during performances women 

were not allowed to play the taiko. Instead they took part in the performance usually as 

dancers wearing a kimono. Later the group divided their performance pieces into three 

different categories, which allowed the women to play the taiko during some songs. 

According to the interview of Yamaguchi, these categories are: 1) Pieces women can 

perform, but have to adopt a feminine manner in which to perform. Songs that originate 

from folk performing arts and have been adapted by Kodo into their repertoire is taken 

as an example in the interview as this division of roles. In these cases the group 

modifies some of the parts so that women can display their femininity by dancing in a 

kimono. 2) Pieces that can only be performed by men. These songs are meant to display 

the muscular male silhouette in pieces that utilize the largest taiko drum, the ō-daiko. As 

these pieces are usually performed by two men wearing only a loincloth, it would be 

difficult for female performers to adapt this role. 3) Pieces that can be performed both 

by men and women. During these pieces men and women wear the same performace 

outfits and perform in a similar manner. However, the prerequisite for the creation of 

these songs was that should remain a clear distinction between the roles of men and 

women in the group. (Kuwahara 2005: 6-7.) These three song types continue to work as 

the basis for the pieces Kodo performs, and even at the time this thesis is being written, 

women in Kodo do not play the ō-daiko. According to the interview of Yamaguchi, 

there are two reasons for this, one being the idea that the smaller bodies of women 

would look out of place next to the big taiko drums, and the other being resistance 

within the group towards displaying sweaty women hitting the drums frantically with 

their feet in a wide open stance, as it is expected from the performers of ō-daiko. 

(Kuwahara 2005: 6.)  

 

Many newer mixed-gender or all-female groups have been established in the recent 

decades, and these groups have likely been inspired by the pioneers mentioned earlier in 

this chapter. The first notable mixed-gender group to appear after the abovementioned 
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groups is Amanojaku, a Tokyo based trio that started out in 1986 having one male 

player and two female players. Their founder is Yoichi Watanabe, a former member of 

the famous Sukeroku Daiko who was introduced in the previous section. The Japanese 

government has named Watanabe a Special Advisor of Cultural Exchange. In addition, 

he is a certified First-Class Taiko instructor, and these positions make him a particularly 

influential person in the world of taiko. Having performed in over 40 countries during 

its 30-year-old history, the group has since its formation replaced and added members, 

and according to their website they nowadays perform with four male and three female 

members (Amanojaku 2016). What distinguishes them visually from e.g. Kodo or 

Ondekoza, is that outfits that Amanojaku uses during performances display the 

muscular physique of the female members much more openly. 

 

Moving to the following decade, one of the most notable groups to form in the 1990s is 

Drum Tao. Established in 1993 in Aichi prefecture, they moved in 1995 to Oita 

prefecture according to their website, where they founded an extensive training centre 

for taiko students (Drum Tao 2016). Tao is also a mixed gender group, often using a 

female centre figure in their performances much like Ondekoza formerly did when 

Yasuko Takakubo was still actively performing with the group. However, Tao also has 

many other female members who perform in a wide variety of roles during 

performances, making the division of tasks much more open than in for example Kodo. 

They too display the physique of all members in a fairly equal manner, and their current 

main female performer Arisa Nishi often plays the ō-daiko in performances with outfits 

that reveal much of her muscular upper torso. The image of a woman playing the ō-

daiko with her back against the audience is symbolically significant, as this image is 

used by various group as a staple of the physical masculine nature of taiko.  
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Figure 5. Arisa Nishi of Drum Tao playing the ō-daiko. Photo: Unknown. 

 

A third notable internationally known mixed group is Tokyo Tribal Groove Orchestra, 

also known as GOCOO, which was founded in 1997. The group consists mostly of 

women, and their playing style incorporates various non-Japanese tribal drums and 

instruments in addition to taiko drums. They do not emphasize physicality as much as 

Amanojaku or Tao, but focus more on the musical aspect of taiko as well as the tribal 

nature of percussion music.
3
 GOCOO themselves identify as a band instead of a taiko 

group, and they frequently perform at rock events and raves around the world (Matsue 

2016: 194). On their internet site they describe their approach to the gender aspect of 

taiko as being “Free of ritual obligations, women, for example, have the majority among 

GOCOO's members” (GOCOO 2016). The mention of ritual obligations is interesting in 

this context. It is not explained further on the website, but most likely refers to the 

Shinto idea of pollution of women discussed briefly earlier. By distancing themselves 

from the Shinto festival tradition they have been able to freely build a group that is not 

considered as “pure” wadaiko anymore, but something closer to a hybrid of Eastern and 

Western music. Thus they have been able to free themselves from the gender limitations 

that traditional Japanese values impose on the performers of taiko. 

 

                                                 
3
 See Appendix 3, Video 1. 
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Several all-female groups have also risen to the spotlight in recent decades, most 

notable of them being Honō Daiko and cocon. Honō Daiko is a group that was founded 

in 1986 and comprises of three female players. Affiliated with Asano Taiko, one of the 

most well known Japanese taiko manufacturers, the trio was originally founded by a 

senior manager of the drum manufacturer, Akitoshi Asano. (Bender 2012: 157.) The 

fundamental thought behind the formation the group was to distance it from the 

traditional gender stereotypes and see what would result if three women were to train 

their bodies and perform in revealing outfits. Kuwahara’s article also reveals more 

about the response to the appearance of an all-female group by male performers and 

taiko critics. When they started to gain a name for themselves, the Honō Daiko 

members were referred to as “desperate outsiders” and “turning their own (bodily) 

complexes towards the outside world” by mostly male critics. (Kuwahara 2005: 8.) 

Bender has also encountered similar kind of attitude towards women playing taiko, 

noting that when women cross a certain line in strengthening their bodies, they 

simultaneously lose much of the cuteness and attractiveness that (male) viewers expect 

to see. He also notes that according to his experiences, women who take a physical and 

vocal approach to taiko playing are often disapproved especially by the senior members 

of Japanese taiko community. (Bender 2012: 163-164.) Honō Daiko have been inactive 

of late, but they have toured and gained fame in and out of Japan in the past. For 

example, they performed in the 2005 World Championships in Athletics that were 

organized in Helsinki, Finland.
4
 Cocon on the other hand was an all-female group that 

could have be considered an antithesis to the masculine femininity and stereotype 

breaking of Honō Daiko. A sub-group formed by four female members of Kodo, they 

took a very different approach to the concept of an all-female group, cladding 

themselves in loose and covering white performance clothes. The name of the group 

derives from the French word le cocon, meaning chrysalis, but possibly also referring to 

the womb of a mother as they express on their website (cocon 2016).  Bender finds 

clues of conservative femininity and maternalism in how the group presents itself, 

noting how they emphasize maternity in their discourse and wear covering robes 

resembling Shinto ceremonial outfits that express a virginal kind of purity (2012: 168). 

The group actively performed for a few years, but have disbanded since. 

 

                                                 
4
 See Appendix 3, Video 2. 
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This chapter has mostly delved into the gender aspects of professional taiko, but 

amateur taiko has not been explicitly discussed so far. Outside of the interviews 

conducted for this thesis, there is very little information available about amateur groups. 

According to an estimate by the Taiko Center company president Higashi Munenori, the 

estimated gender ratio of participants was already more than 50% when the company 

started in 1988, and has risen since then to close to 90%. Kuwahara also has some 

numerical stats from 2003 as she investigated the gender ratio of participants in six 

taiko workshops attended mainly by amateurs. The Kodo and Honō Daiko workshops 

that she investigated had been participated mostly by women, the ratio being between 

68% and 86% depending on the class. She also makes the assertion of how women 

usually have to give in to the societal pressure if they have children, and cannot begin 

taiko or drop out of classes due to childrearing duties. (Kuwahara 2005: 9-10.) Bender 

too presents some observations concerning amateur taiko. According to him, the gender 

divergence of professional taiko do not extend as such into amateur taiko. However, he 

also notes that during performances women do not usually play the most physically 

demanding pieces, and that there are some differences in the coloration of the 

performance outfits between men and women. Bender also has experiences of the 

increasing female participation in taiko, as he notes that the thing that struck him the 

most during his studies with the taiko community was the increase in the number of 

women. As an example this Bender takes a local traditional arts festival for children in 

Osaka which he participated in, and noticed that in all of the five groups performing 

taiko there, girls overwhelmingly outnumbered boys. (Bender 2012: 165-166.) Even 

though being a subjective observation, it follows similar trends that we can see in 

Kuwahara’s work and in the interviews of this thesis. 

 

 

1.5 Sports and Gender 

 

Taiko drumming is located somewhere between music and sport due to its physical 

nature. It is therefore befitting to briefly discuss the history of gender roles in sports in 

Japan. This allows us to consider the historical background of what has been considered 

socially appropriate for the sexes regarding physical activities, and to form a better 

image on how history has an effect on the image of women involved in sports. 
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Before the Meiji-restoration sport-like activities were almost exclusively done by men 

and women's participation in physical sports was generally seen as inappropriate (Ikeda 

2014: 97). In the aftermath of the restoration, the Ministry of Education created a new 

curriculum for schools in 1891. This curriculum included a military-style physical 

education program intended to create physically and mentally strong men who would 

serve as a foundation for a strong and modern Japanese army (Sugimoto 2007: 94). 

Roughly at the same time, the concept of ryōsai-kenbo came to shape the ideal image of 

a woman for many decades to come. An "invented tradition"
5
, ryōsai-kenbo was an 

educational principle which focused around the belief that the Japanese Empire needed 

good wives (ryōsai) and wise mothers (kenbo) to support the Imperialistic Japan. 

Directed especially towards elite women, this principle also added sports to their school 

curriculum, allowing the girls to engage in physical activities like track and field, 

gymnastics, various ball games etc. However, this was possible only until the end of 

their education, after which they were expected to conform to their roles as wives and 

mothers. (Ikeda 2014: 97.)  

 

In the Taisho era (1912-1926), the practice style of physical training became increasing 

militaristic due to the rise of nationalism in Japan, and eventually martial arts were 

included in school curricula, transforming the physical education for men into a 

preliminary training system for future soldiers (Sugimoto 2007: 94). As for women, 

Ikeda asserts that during the Taisho era there were not any direct developments in 

women's physical education, but the emerging feminism led by Raichō Hiratsuka 

advanced liberal education and created a more free atmosphere for women in general 

(2014: 99). The increasing nationalism and the view of the Western culture as an enemy 

had an effect on the emergence of Japanese martial arts in the primary and secondary 

school curriculums: judō and kendō
6
 were compulsory for boys while for girls naginata

7
 

and kyūdo
8
 were the weapons of (compulsory) choice. Many feminists, including the 

                                                 
5
 Traditions that seem old but are relatively new and invented. 

6
 Japanese swordmanship. 

7
 Japanese spear. 

8
 Japanese archery. 
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aforementioned Hiratsuka, turned to support the nationalist goals of Japan, thus creating 

a new type of feminism known as maternal feminism.
9
 (Ikeda 2014: 100.) 

 

When Japan entered the Second World War, sport-corps called hokoku-dan and hokoku-

tai were created in nearly every school to create a national spirit among staff and 

students. Women were not conscripted for the army, but through the practice in the 

hokoku-dan they were trained to be in charge of the home front. One part of this 

practice was physical activities, which included martial arts and western sports, but also 

militaristic drills (Ikeda 2014: 101). After the end of the war, this system was 

dismantled and the creation of a more gender-equal Constitution of Japan opened doors 

for women to participate in sports. Female athletes started to receive more attention 

from the general public, and the Tokyo Olympics in 1964 displayed many Japanese 

athletes in action, which again opened more opportunities in sports for both men and 

women. Developments towards equality in sports also happened through the foundation 

of various sport-related organizations, which promoted equal opportunities in sports for 

men and women. (Ikeda 2014: 102.) 

 

Despite the changes towards equality in sports, an aura of difference still lingers 

between the sexes, especially in the media. Ikeda takes an example from 2011 when the 

Japanese women's soccer team won the World Cup. The team was given the name 

Nadeshiko, which has nationalistic and historical undertones. As Ikeda explains:  

 

“In modern Japan, most kind of sports are played recreationally by both men and 

women. However, the media retain the legacy of "Samurai Japan" for men's sports 

and Yamato Nadeshiko for women's sports, a cultural metaphor and an interesting 

manifestation of the longevity of gender-biased idioms and images.” (2014: 103.) 

 

Spielvogel also asserts similar kinds of trends in her work related to fitness clubs in 

Japan:  

 

“Historically, the conspicuous absence of literature on female participants in sport, 

the relative undercompensation of female athletes, and the accepted relegation of 

female athletes and spectators to ghettoized "feminine" sports, such as aerobics, 

gymnastics, figure skating and synchronized swimming, has been rooted in narrow 

and sexist definitions of sport.” (2003: 54.) 

 

                                                 
9
 An early form of feminism where childrearing women were considered to have a special role in society 

and politics. 
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Spielvogel also presents the concept of third space in her work, referring to the 

surroundings where workout occurs (the first and second places being home and 

workplace respectively). She suggests that this third space works as a setting where 

social norms and roles become looser, and this can have an effect on the behaviour of 

people. (2007: 168.) I will discuss this concept more in the analysis section, taking the 

taiko classroom as an example of this third space. 

 

Returning to the sport discourse in media, the annual New Year's program in Japan, 

Kōhaku Uta-gassen, might give a hint of an occurring change in the representation of 

gender. Being one of the most followed and influential TV programs in Japan, this song 

contest usually features a variety of athletes who have had success during the past year. 

In 2015, three different athletes or groups were featured in the program: male figure 

skater Yuzuru Hanyū, female weightlifter Hiromi Miyake and the Japan women's rugby 

team (Sakura Sebunzu). This line-up can be considered as being very unorthodox since 

all the featured athletes come from sports that traditionally could be considered the 

realm of the opposite sex. Naturally all the aforementioned people had success in 2015 

in their respective sports, but nevertheless there were many other Japanese athletes who 

could have been featured in the program in their place, such as the men's rugby team 

that won a sensational victory as the underdog in the first match of the Rugby World 

Cup. Still, even here it is possible to see the labelling discussed above, with the name 

Sakura
10

 Sebunzu given to the women's rugby team, using a similar kind of flower-

related name like the aforementioned Nadeshiko to promote images of femininity and 

nationalism.  

 

 

1.6 Taiko Center 

 

Taiko Center is a Kyoto-based company that offers taiko drumming classes to 

recreational players ranging from beginners to advanced players. Currently it operates 

29 practice studios, which are located mainly in the Kansai and Kantō areas. Students 

pay an entry fee to participate in classes that usually practice once a week, taking 

approximately three months, ending with a performance. It was one of the first 

                                                 
10

 Sakura can be translated as cherry blossom. 
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companies in Japan to offer classes that were accessible to basically anyone interested 

in taiko as a hobby. Likewise, it was on the forefront in commercializing taiko to a pay-

to-play format, offering classes at a specific time without the need to commit oneself to 

formalities that revolve around the traditional Japanese okeiko
11

 lesson style, where one-

on-one classes are based on copying the master of a certain instrument.  

 

On their web page, Taiko Center has highlighted five company policies upon which 

their company bases its function. These policies are cooperation, creativity, 

communication, contribution and challenging spirit. Out of these five, the first three 

relate to how Taiko Center wishes their clients to participate in classes, that is, in a 

creative way while cooperating and communicating with other members. For the last 

two, contribution is specified as them supporting a global society of taiko performers. 

Challenging spirit on the other hand is described as always striving to improve their 

service with a creative mind. (Taiko Center 2016.) This has indeed become apparent 

with inventions like Taikobics, which combines taiko and aerobics.
12

 Taiko Center 

pursues other agendas in addition to the ones mentioned earlier. As Matsue states,  

 

“Higashi established the Taiko Center so that people with an interest in taiko could 

gather and have a good time, equating the practice to pursuing a martial arts (budō), 

where students can systematically pursue the art in the classroom. Higashi also 

established the Taiko Center with people’s health in mind, to release stress and 

improve physical and mental well-being.” (2016: 227.) 

 

This holistic pursuit of what could be called a ‘taiko-system’ that goes beyond playing 

and performing can also be seen as a relatively new approach to teaching Japanese 

traditional instruments.  

 

In the world of Japanese music lessons, this approach to taiko has had both positive and 

negative reverberations. As mentioned above, nearly anyone with some time and money 

to spare can participate in these classes. This makes the classes very accessible, which is 

something that cannot usually be said about practice opportunities involving traditional 

Japanese instruments. All of the participants in the interviews conducted for this thesis 

described the classes in a positive way. The same trend shows in Matsue’s work, so the 

                                                 
11

 Practice style where one master of a traditional art form has many pupils who pay a significant monthly 

fee for classes. 
12

 See Appendix 3, Video 3. 
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response to the classes seems to be overwhelmingly positive from the participants’ point 

of view (2009: 228).  

 

Taiko Center has also succeeded in including taiko into the instructional guide of the 

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, which is distributed to 

approximately 80% of junior high schools in Japan (Matsue 2016: 230). This has 

received a somewhat negative response from scholars and performers, who see this 

popularization as eventually creating standardization of songs and giving taiko the 

image of an “easy” traditional music. According to Matsue, an another aspect that has 

received critique is related to the commodization of taiko by the Taiko Center, since 

they have taken regional taiko songs and pieces without permission, made simplified 

versions of them, and are distributing these pieces in various formats. Taiko Center has 

defended against this critique by stating that in order to spread awareness of taiko, they 

first need to produce materials that are easily approachable. In an interview conducted 

by Matsue, Higashi states that in his past as a taiko teacher, there were a large number 

of students who were really interested in taiko but suffered from a lack of learning 

materials. He responded to this by starting to produce videos and written data by, for 

example, making simplified versions of known taiko pieces for children. Higashi is 

continuing this work with Taiko Center in order to spread knowledge of taiko. (Matsue 

2016: 231.) Taiko Center and their practice rooms (called Taiko Lab) have also been 

featured on various television programs in Japan, which has allowed them to gain 

popularity and display how widely women are participating in recreational taiko.
13

 This 

has likely made Taiko Center more easily approachable, especially for women. 

 

The approach that the Taiko Center has taken to practicing taiko has also opened the 

door for women to more freely enter the world of taiko. In an interview conducted for 

this thesis, the founder of Taiko Center, Munenori Higashi, mentioned that currently 

nearly 90% of their clients are in fact women. In comparison to the male-centric image 

of the taiko drums, this number is drastically different from the usual male-female ratio 

one would expect to find within a taiko group. Matsue has also noted this while 

interviewing Taiko Center students, pointing out that there seems to be some reluctance 

among men to try new things (2016: 228). This percentage can also be partly explained 

                                                 
13

 See Appendix 3, Video 4. 
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by the fact that Japanese men still do not have enough time to participate in hobbies due 

to their long working hours, but there also appears to be something more behind this 

drastic imbalance of sexes. This ratio and the underlying reasons for it were one of my 

main reasons for writing this thesis. 
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

2.1 Previous studies 

 

Almost all of the previous studies about relevant taiko and gender issues have been 

quoted extensively in this thesis. Generally speaking, there has been very little research 

specifically about recreational taiko written so far. The only two works available that 

cover recreational taiko to some degree are Music in Contemporary Japan (2016) by 

Jennifer Milioto-Matsue and Taiko Boom (2012) by Shawn Bender, both of which will 

be cited extensively in this thesis. Matsue's book contains a chapter about Taiko Center 

in which she mostly covers how the company works in making taiko more easily 

accessible and how this forms a new business model in the context of taiko. Bender, on 

the other hand, covers taiko in detail, starting from the history and progressing all the 

way to gender-related issues in contemporary professional taiko, but also covers some 

amateur taiko-related issues based on his personal experiences. Kuwahara's article 

(2005) about gender in taiko is the only one I was able to find that specifically covers 

gender issues of taiko in Japan. Kuwahara comes to the conclusion that men originally 

generated roles for women within which they had to function in the world of taiko, but 

as time has passed women have been defining their own roles more and more. Gender 

issues in taiko have also been covered more extensively in studies that focus on North 

American taiko (Ahlgren 2011, Carle 2008), but these studies are somewhat irrelevant 

due to the different cultural context and therefore have not been used.  

 

Two relevant dissertations from an ethnomusicological standpoint should be pointed out. 

The first of them is Konagaya's dissertation Performing the Okinawan Woman in Taiko: 

Gender, Folklore and Identity Politics in Modern Japan (2007), which was already 

discussed in chapter one. Konagaya discusses Kimiko Kawata's role as a pioneer who 

challenged the male-dominated taiko circles, and also interprets metaphors and 

folkloristic concepts that appear in Kawata's performances. The second is Wadaiko in 

Japan and the United States: The Intercultural History of a Musical Genre (2013) by 

Benjamin Pachter. Even though taiko in the United States is also covered in this study, 

the dissertation contains information about the development and evolution of taiko in 

Japan. With his dissertation, Pachter aims to broaden the discourse of taiko by 

introducing the chronological development of taiko and its ever-changing nature.  
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2.2 Performativity 

 

Originally released in 1990, Gender Trouble by Judith Butler has become one of the 

most influential and debated gender theory books in the academic circles after its 

release. In Gender Trouble, Butler challenges the way in which humans conceive 

gender and sex as natural features that we are born with. In her words, the human body 

is not a scientific “mute facticity”, but instead be perform gender as we engage in 

discourse with our surroundings (Butler 2002: 129).  Butler asserts that gender and even 

sex are actually effects – not causes – of repetitive performance that occurs when we 

interact with a heteronormative society (Butler 1993: 43-44). Firstly, it is important to 

discuss how Butler arrives to these conclusions about gender and sex. After that, 

performativity as a concept will be discussed further. It must also be noted that Butler's 

theorizations are very diverse and complex, and the introduction here is but a small part 

of Butler's theory, one that I perceive as being most relevant to this thesis. 

 

Butler draws much of her ideas from French feminist and poststructuralist theories and 

views as she arrives to the conclusions presented above. Butler states that,  

 

“Central to each of these views, however, is the notion that sex appears within 

hegemonic language as a substance, as, metaphysically speaking, a self-identical 

being. This appearance is achieved through a performative twist of language and/or 

discourse that conceals the fact that ‘being’ a sex or a gender is fundamentally 

impossible.” (Butler 2002: 25.) 

 

Butler therefore considers gender not as a noun but as a verb, as “doing” rather than 

“being”. The gender identity we all are supposed to have is actually the expressions we 

perform in our heteronormative environment, and thus no gender exists behind the 

expressions of it. (Butler 2002: 33.) Thus, there is no essence of gender that inhabits 

human beings, neither is there an ideal form that gender is ultimately attempting to 

achieve. Since gender is in its entirety a social construct according to Butler, it can be 

also be disputed and challenged. The performance of gender as a series of suitable acts 

is actually “policed” by society in accordance to social, familial and legal rules, and if 

we stray from this act, we will be in some instances punished accordingly by the 

heteronormative society around us (Kotz 1992: 88). Therefore, Butler’s theories become 

increasingly meaningful when observing people trying to break out of heteronormative 
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positions that penalize them for trying to do so. Butler illustrates these aforementioned 

gender problems by taking examples of historical and artificial gender conventions, 

especially in Bodies That Matter (1993). As it was mentioned earlier, not only gender, 

but also sex is a social construction according to Butler, and she bases this radical idea 

on the theorization that our performative acts of gender affect us in many corporeal 

ways, even to the point where social conventions actually define how we perceive 

physical gender. Sex is, in her words, 

 

"an ideal construct which is forcibly materialized through time. It is not a simple fact or 

static condition of a body, but a process whereby regulatory norms materialize 'sex' and 

achieve this materialization through a forcible reiteration of those norms." (Butler 1993: 

2.) 

 

 

Building on these theorizations, the concept of performativity can then be discussed. 

Based on Lacanian psychoanalysis, phenomenology, structural anthropology and speech 

act theory, Butler builds a model where speech, gestures and other communication form 

an illusion of a social reality that does not exist naturally (Felluga 2011). Within the 

limits of the generally accepted code of conduct that relate to social, legal and familial 

norms, the subject acts repeatedly, forming an act-like state in the present moment while 

at the same time hiding the norms upon which this state is based on. As Butler states, in 

speech act theory “a performative is that discursive practice that enacts or produces that 

which it names.” (1993: 13.) Repetition is also an another important keyword in 

performativity, as Butler has stated that resignification of oppressive gender norms 

occurs precisely when we repeat heteronormative acts, comparing this to a sort of a 

"trap" in society within which everyone has to manoeuvre to the best of their abilities 

(Kotz 1992: 84). The concept of subversion is also an essential part of performativity. 

While subversion might mean undermining a political or social order in its most 

frequent usage, Butler refers to it mainly as an undermining of the heteronormative 

society. Usually subversion occurs through subversive bodily acts, ways in which a 

person goes against hegemonic gender standards, thus undermining the claimed natural 

state of a heteronormative society. An example of this could be the act of drag, which is 

essentially a parody of heterosexual coherence. As Butler asserts,  

 

"In this sense, then, drag is subversive to the extent that it reflects on the imitative 

structure by which hegemonic gender is itself produced and disputes 

heterosexuality's claim on naturalness and originality." (1993: 125.)  
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However, subversion through performativity does not occur automatically, and is 

difficult to measure in any way. In her interview with Kotz, Butler does indeed state that 

there does not seem to exist an apparent way to detect if something is subversive, and 

that subversive effects are, in Butler's opinion, incalculable. Displacing, as in shifting 

from one's usual position, is important in subversion and the act of drag, as without the 

displacement of conventions drag just becomes plain mimicry. (Kotz 1992: 84) In the 

context of taiko, females displaying masculine femininity in the form of muscular 

bodies and revealing outfits functions much in the same way as the act of drag, and 

could therefore be considered an act of subversion. The displacing of gender 

conventions is also something that has been occurring both in amateur and professional 

taiko.   

 

 

2.2.1 Performativity: critique and further advancements 

 

There has been much positive feedback towards the theorizations Butler released in the 

beginning of the 90s, especially for being a catalyst in creating discussion about the 

fundamental nature of sex and gender. Naturally, there has also been criticism directed 

towards performativity, one of the main critiques being how Butler’s theories seem to 

allow taking gender and changing it like clothes on a daily basis, as we please. In 

Gender Trouble this possibility is not explicitly discussed, but Butler has since 

commented on this criticism. In an interview in 1992, she has stated that this critique is 

a misinterpretation of her text, and elaborates upon this: 

 

"...when my whole point was that the very formation of subjects, the very formation 

of persons, presupposes gender in certain way – that gender in not chosen and that 

‘performativity’ is not radical choice and it's not voluntarism." (Kotz 1992: 84.) 

 

Another criticism directed towards Butler concerns her writing style, which has been 

described as being academic jargon. On the forefront of this critique has been Martha 

Nussbaum, a renowned political philosopher and feminist, who considers Butler's 

writings to be "ponderous", "obscure" and centred too much on questions without ever 

answering them (1999: 38-39). She also suggests that Butler's work is amoral, i.e. 

neglecting the aspects of moral right or wrong in behaviour, and due to this lack of 

morality her work "collaborates with evil" (Nussbaum 1999: 45). These critiques have 
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later on generated counter-critique to defend Butler's views. For example, Herstein has 

debated in his essay that Nussbaum's critique is erroneous in proposing that Butler's 

theories are amoral by nature towards political theory. He interprets Butler in a way 

where subversion and deconstruction inherently have a background of values and norms. 

In Herstein's words,  

 

"Such a background is a necessary enabling condition for any act of deconstruction 

and for the performance of any subversion or parody; a background that may, and 

often does, comprise moral values, norms, and principles that guide and justify 

specific deconstructive and parodic actions. Therefore, while Butler’s theory, as an 

example of deconstructive and poststructuralist approaches to politics, does not 

consist of any such norms, values, or reasons justifying or rejecting any particular 

political action, Butler’s theory does not necessarily rule out grounding or justifying 

the undertaking of a particular parody or deconstructive agenda in value- or moral-

driven practical reasoning." (2010: 45.) 

 

My personal experience is that Butler's writings are indeed difficult to decipher directly 

from books like Gender Trouble or Bodies That Matter. In addition, especially Butler’s 

theorizations on the performative ways of perceiving physical sex should be approached 

with a critical stance. In her books she heavily emphasizes the top-down societal 

influence of performativity on the body itself, leaving very little room for bottom-up 

influences of biological phenomena to explain the nature of sex. However, after 

studying e.g. Felluga’s modules on Butler's text and their main points, the books 

themselves become much clearer and enlightening. In addition, Butler’s theorizations 

about physical sex are not as relevant in this thesis as are the gender related ones. 

Finally, the fact that debate about Butler's writings continues even nowadays, 26 years 

after the release of Gender Trouble, is a testament of the contemporary relevance and 

significance of these theorizations.  

 

Butler’s performativity has been adapted and refined to the context of Japan by several 

academics (Parte 2009, Welti 2004). Welti, for example, discusses performativity in the 

context of Japan and investigates how the theory can be applied more widely in relation 

to the ethnic identity of Japan. This application of performativity was originally rejected 

by Butler in 1990, but since then many academics have applied the theory to an ethnic 

context, and in 1999 Butler did admit that her theory could possibly be applied more 

widely than she originally intended (Welti 2004: 6). In her work, Welti approaches 

Japan's national identity through the tools provided by Butler. She proposes that the 
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Japanese identity, which is widely considered to be "natural" mostly due to the isolated 

nature of the Japanese archipelago, is in fact part of deliberate naturalization that has 

been constructed by the Japanese government. According to Welti, this construction of 

identity occurs through similar processes as the construction of a performative gender. 

A normative concept of nationality is promoted, in the case of Japan after the opening of 

Japan in 1868, since before this the concept of Japan as a unified nation did not in fact 

exist. (Welti 2004: 67-68.) This example shows that performativity has been used 

fruitfully in the context of Japan, and that the theory might also be adaptable to larger 

units than Butler initially intended. 

 

 

2.3 Third Space theory 

 

Butler's theories are very useful in dismantling the sex and gender aspects that revolve 

around taiko, but some additional theorization is needed to approach the questions why 

the taiko practice room and stage have possibly turned into places of emancipation for 

women, and what kind of social roles taiko practice places fulfil. Third Space theory 

might provide some insight into this aspect. This theory has been often accredited to 

Homi K. Bhabha, an important figure in post-colonial studies mainly due to his 

concepts presented in The Location of Culture (1994). In his post-colonial theory, the 

first space refers to the cultural home for an indigenous people, even though it is not set 

in a certain geographical space but instead moves with the people if they move. The 

second space is the imposed system of the colonial host on the colony, where the 

culture and social customs differ from the native ones so that functioning within the first 

space becomes difficult for the people under the colonial rule. Likewise, the third space 

that Bhabha theorizes is not an actual physical space per se, but an environment that 

works in an ambivalent way, making a hybrid cultural space out of the first and second 

spaces. In this environment the two cultures are able to interact, creating a space where 

meanings and symbols of both cultures can be appropriated. (Bhabha 2004: 53-56.) 

 

This thesis, however, will take some distance from the work of Bhabha in The Location 

of Culture, and focus more on other conceptualizations that have arisen partly from his 

work. The most important of these for this thesis is the more tangible manifestation of 
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third space presented by Edward W. Soja in Thirdspace
14

  (1996). Instead of the 

opposing camps of postmodernist and modernist theories that dominate the field of 

social sciences and humanities, Soja provides an alternative theoretical view that 

focuses on spatiality in addition to the historical and social qualities that dominate the 

discourse about human sciences. The broadest definition for Thirdspace is a new way of 

thinking about social spatiality on par with historicality and sociality, forming a three-

sided transdisciplinary theory. In this theory, how we act in an environment or space is 

affected by the space itself, shaping our identity according to the benefits and 

limitations of the space. As Soja states, "Thirdspace is a purposefully tentative and 

flexible term that attempts to capture what is actually a constantly shifting milieu of 

ideas, events, appearances, and meanings." (1996: 2.) Starting from this general concept, 

he gradually moves into explaining the various aspects of his theorized Thirdspace more 

thoroughly, opening the concept through various academic discourses that have 

explored the possibilities of spatiality in the past.  

 

Soja explores Thirdspace through the writings of Henri Lefebvre, a French 

metaphilosopher whom Soja describes as being the most influential thinker when it 

comes to exploring the concept of social spatiality (1996: 6). Accredited for linking 

spatiality together with historicality and sociality to form what Soja describes a triple 

dialectic, the work of Lefebvre especially in The Production of Space (1991) forms the 

foundation for Soja's theory of Thirdspace. Soja draws from Lefebvre's writings to 

assert that social reality is not just coincidentally spatial, but instead relies on space in 

order to become concrete and tangible. In other words, there cannot exist a social reality 

that is unspatialized. The space in which we interact socially is seen through this theory 

as equally important in comparison to the historical and social aspects of society. 

However, the spatiality aspect is not meant to undermine the other two aspects, but 

instead enrich them and form the triple dialectic (or a trialectic) that was mentioned 

earlier. (Soja 1996: 46.) Later in his work, Soja focuses mostly on why space and 

spatiality have been not been rethought much in the past 150 years. Soja approaches this 

through the concepts of heterotopology and heterotopia presented by Michel Foucault 

in his works.  

 

                                                 
14

 Soja uses the term "Thirdspace" to refer to both his book and the theory in question. For the sake of 

clarity I shall refer to the theory as Thirdspace and to the book as Thirdspace in the same way Soja does. 
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The most essential part of Thirdspace for this thesis relates to how spatiality connects to 

race, class and, most importantly, to gender. Here Soja moves to draw inspiration from 

the works of more contemporary writers, and in this chapter he examines the 

abovementioned themes mainly through the writings of bell hooks (aka Gloria Jean 

Watkins), an African-American author and cultural critic. Soja explains the primary 

reason for choosing hooks:  

 

"First of all, I have found no one better to illustrate the radical openness of 

Thirdspace, its strategic flexibility in dealing with multiple forms of oppression and 

inequality, and its direct relevance to contemporary politics, particularly with 

respect to the journeys that will be taken to Los Angeles
15

 and other real-and-

imagined places." (1996: 13.) 

 

The relevance to the conceptualization of Thirdspace through hooks' work comes from 

her conception of how certain lived spaces represent the resistance against various types 

of inequality and oppression (Soja 1996: 12). Drawing from the marginalized 

background of hooks, Soja continues to form models of spatiality that go beyond the 

binaries of e.g. race and gender. Similarities start to appear in this chapter in comparison 

to Butler, but the approach here is naturally more focused on space and spatiality. As 

Soja progresses in his analysis of hooks, marginality and othering become increasingly 

important aspects in the creation of Thirdspace. The Thirdspace here takes shape in the 

form of sites where non-exclusionary resistance outside hegemonic binaries of race, 

gender, class can occur, generating a place of new possibilities “that is both radically 

postmodern and consciously spatialized from the beginning” (Soja 1996: 96). The key 

aspect here is consciously choosing a space that becomes both central and marginal at 

the same time, instead of being pushed into otherness by the hegemonic order which 

governs the lived spaces in question. In other words, this choosing marginality as hooks 

names it, is an action where one chooses not to escape from the margins, but instead 

clings on to it because it provides one with the tools to resist hegemony. (hooks 1990: 

149-150.) This Thirdspace cannot be considered a neutral place due to its resistant 

nature. Hooks describes it in the following way:  

 

“For me this space of radical openness is a margin – a profound edge. Locating 

oneself there is difficult yet necessary. It is not a ‘safe’ place. One is always at risk. 

One needs a community of resistance.” (hooks 1990: 149) 

 

                                                 
15

 The mention of Los Angeles here relates to the second part of Thirdspace, where Soja takes various 

parts of the city as targets of analysis through the theories presented in the first half of the book. 
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Soja continues by moving into the direction of spatial feminist critique. He introduces 

several critical feminists that have analyzed the social production of space and picked 

locations that can be defined as Thirdspaces. These feminists have pointed out that 

patriarchal power does not only manifest itself in the form of building design, but 

actually shapes the entire urban environment. In response to this, bell hooks and many 

other spatial feminists have mainly been criticizing this geography of patriarchy. The 

critique is related to the ‘entrapment’ of women generated by the patriarchal division of 

urban and suburban, where spatial feminists saw the seemingly natural division of space 

as planned isolation between e.g. the workplace and home. This geographical division 

was earlier seen as being directly related to race and class, but spatial feminists began to 

explore the somewhat hidden gender aspect related to the division of urban spaces. 

Postmodern feminism took this critique to the next level, moving from the spatial 

practices and spatial representations (what Soja sees as Firstspace and Secondspace) 

into defining difference through representations in certain lived spaces (Soja’s 

Thirdspace). (Soja 1996: 110.) With the postmodern feminist approach, therefore, the 

focus begins to move away from the binary of men/women into marginal and 

contemporary lived spaces where gender alone is no longer the issue, but instead the 

focus is on cultural representations, psychology, and sociality (Soja 1996: 111). Here 

again we can see clear similarities to Butler's theories, but in this instance surveyed 

from a spatial point of view. According to Soja, the discourse in the 1990s moved 

especially towards the spatiality and sensuality of the body, which he describes as "the 

most intimate of personal-and-political spaces, an affective microcosm for all other 

spatialities." (1996: 112.)  

 

The most concrete representation of a third space has been created by Ray Oldenburg 

and what he refers to as third place. This theorization in fact precedes the ones made by 

Bhabha and Soja, as it was presented first in 1989 in Oldenburg's book The Great Good 

Place. In his third place theory, the first place is the home or household, the usual and 

predictable place with which everyone is involved during their entire lives. The second 

place is the workplace, where an individual's role becomes more of a productive 

member of society, but the workplace also functions as a place for competition against 

other workers. (Oldenburg 1999: 16) The third place, on the other hand, is a welcoming 

and a comfortable place that is a neutral environment outside the spheres of the home 
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and workplace. The third place provides its visitors many things: It is a neutral place in 

which you are not tied to in any way. It provides a level ground for everyone, meaning 

that financial or social status play little role among the people associated with it. A third 

place offers a place of light-hearted conversation as its main but not the only activity, 

and a place such as this should also easily accessible. Finally, the third place is like a 

home away from home that has a playful atmosphere with regulars and newcomers 

mixed. (Oldenburg 1999: 20-42) According to Oldenburg, the most important role of 

the third place is to provide a space that works towards uniting the neighbourhood 

where the third place is located (Oldenburg 1999: xvii). Concerning the gender aspects 

of the third place, Oldenburg asserts that they are indeed gender neutral, but the 

fascination of a third place comes largely from the fact that people are able to mingle 

with others of the same sex. Therefore, the patrons of third places tend to be reluctant to 

changes in the gender ratio of these places, and the third places in question tend to be 

fairly unisex. (Oldenburg 1999: 230.) 

 

This representation of the third space is indeed the one Spielvogel used to describe the 

fitness clubs of Japan, as we saw in chapter 1.5. Here a contradiction arises between the 

definitions of third space; the description that Oldenburg provides us of a third space 

differs significantly from the one theorized by Soja based on hooks' original text. 

Oldenburg considers third space to be a safe, welcoming and comfortable place, a 

neutral ground away from the first and second spaces of home and work. However, the 

third space theorized by Soja and hooks is far from a safe place, being a space of radical 

openness in the margins that is indeed accessible but by no means neutral. I will 

continue in chapter four with this dilemma, evaluating the spaces of the taiko practice 

room and performance stage through their properties. This evaluation will aim to 

resolve the question of whether spaces related to taiko are indeed third spaces, and if so, 

which of the type of third spaces are they? 
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3. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

 

3.1 Critical Discourse Analysis 

 

Critical Discourse Analysis (henceforth CDA) is a form critical social research that aims 

to understand how societies work through the analysis of discourse. Formerly identified 

as Critical Linguistics, it is an interdisciplinary method of research that works fairly 

similarly to regular Discourse Analysis, but instead of focusing on the linguistic units of 

the text, it focuses on the social aspects that shape discourse. In other words, it is the 

analysis of the dialectical relationships between discourse (including language but also 

other forms of semiosis, e.g. body language or visual images) and other elements of 

social practices. By analyzing discourse in a societal context, CDA ideally attempts to 

work against social inequality as it tries to reveal various detrimental effects in society 

with the ultimate goal of removing these effects. Hence CDA strives to work actively 

towards improving the quality of lives for people who suffer from inequality, 

deprivation, power abuse, and insecurity. Many academics have taken slightly different 

approaches to CDA, thus creating multiple ‘schools’ of CDA with different theoretical 

backgrounds and methodologies. Still, there are various principles that are common 

with all of these schools. Wodak presents the unifying tenets of CDA as discourse, 

critique, power and ideology, which are briefly discussed before introducing the 

dialectical-relational approach of CDA used in this thesis (2009: 4-10). 

 

The word discourse has been used to describe various meanings by different researchers 

and academic cultures, but in the context of CDA, discourse
16

 is seen as social practice 

(Wodak 2009: 5). This means that there is an interaction occurring between a discursive 

event and the surrounding situation. This interaction is referred to as a dialectical 

relationship. This relationship is not limited by the surrounding situation, but also by 

the institutions, values, social structures, time, and place, that all lie behind the agents in 

the discursive event. These elements are a part of the discursive event, but cannot be 

separated from the event in the same way that discourse can. It is exactly this dialectical 

relationship that is the target of study in CDA. (Fairclough 2009: 163.) 

 

                                                 
16

 The use of language in speech and writing 
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Critique as a tenet of CDA has its roots in the Critical Theory of the Frankfurt School, 

but in language studies the first critical approach was Critical Linguistics, which is the 

predecessor to CDA as mentioned in the beginning of this paragraph (Wodak 2009: 6-7). 

Therefore the definition of “critical” has changed somewhat during its existence as a 

type of theory, but nowadays it is used to describe theories that work as tools of 

emancipation for people who are under some sort of domination. Through the work 

using critical theories, the oppressed are given the possibility to become aware of this 

oppression and eventually free themselves from it. As Van Dijk explains,  

 

"Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is a type of discourse analytical research that 

primarily studies the way social power abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted, 

reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context. With 

such dissident research, critical discourse analysts take explicit position, and thus 

want to understand, expose, and ultimately resist social inequality." (2001: 352.) 

 

This quote takes up an another important part of critical theories, which is the way how 

critical researchers identify themselves as also being part of a social hierarchy and not 

‘outside’ of social structures. Academics therefore endorse CDA from within this 

structure with transparent ethical standards, making their position known from the 

beginning without later having to defend the critical nature of their work. 

 

The concept of power is crucial in CDA, as the discourse analyzed is usually produced 

by those who abuse power to create inequality or by those who resist the abuse with 

bottom-up discourse. In the academic spheres there are and have been numerous 

theories of conceiving power, but in CDA power is commonly seen in the manner 

theorized by Foucault. This definition sees “power as a systemic and constitutive 

element/characteristic of society” (Wodak 2009: 9). In other words, power is not 

wielded by entities such as individuals and groups, and no entity can control discourse 

entirely. Instead, discourse permeates society and is dispersed throughout it, and 

therefore no complete control over it is ever possible because of the lack of a pervasive 

power structure. Naturally some entities (e.g. politicians and corporate leaders) have 

more control over discourse and can change it with time, but even they cannot have 

control over dominant discourses. In a way, discourses evolve over time and end up 

living a life of their own. (Jäger 2009: 38.) 
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The final tenet on Wodak’s list is ideology, which as a concept is largely intertwined 

with power in discourse. Much like the concept of power, ideology has been defined 

and theorized in a multitude of ways by political scientists. Instead of the ‘surface’ 

definition of ideology, which describes it as a “coherent and relatively stable set of 

beliefs of values”, CDA focuses more on beliefs in everyday life that lie dormant under 

the surface (Wodak 2009: 8). These beliefs might manifest in discourse as e.g. 

conceptual metaphors and analogies that can be detected when analyzing discourse, but 

it must be taken into consideration that this is not always possible. As Van Dijk asserts, 

ideology and discourse are not directly connected, but instead an ideology has to first 

metamorphose into socially shared opinions, then specific event models, and only after 

that it finally might become related to discourse (2009: 79). Nevertheless, CDA holds 

the tools for detecting ideology in discourse, and CDA researchers are interested in how 

ideologies function in discourse, especially in the daily lives of people. 

 

 

3.2 CDA: A dialectical-relational approach 

 

For this thesis, I have decided to implement the dialectical-relational approach of CDA 

created by Norman Fairclough. The two main reasons for this selection among many 

branches of CDA are, firstly, that this method is considered to suit well for analyzing 

contexts in which social and discursive change occur, and secondly, it has been applied 

to analyzing interviews in the past. There are various core terms in Fairclough’s 

approach which should be briefly discussed first. Fairclough divides social reality into 

three levels: social structures, practices and events. He explains how they interconnect: 

 

“Social practices ‘mediate’ the relationship between general and abstract social 

structures and particular and concrete social events; social fields, institutions and 

organizations are constituted as networks of social practices.” (Fairclough 2009: 

164.) 

 

Fairclough also presents three types of semiosis categories crucial to his approach. First 

of them are genres, which are types of action or interaction. Examples of these could be 

advertisements on TV or news interviews, and in the context of this thesis the 

interviews of taiko amateurs qualify as a semiosis genre. The second type are 

discourses, which construe physical, social or mental aspects of the world around us in 

a semiotic manner. Fairclough makes an example of discourses revolving around lives 
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of poor people, noting that the discourses around this issue do revolve only around 

social practices, but also around position and perspective. In this thesis, the 

corresponding discourse in represented by the role of gender in taiko, not revolving only 

around how the taiko practice functions as a social aspect, but also around how people 

in different positions, in and out of the taiko sphere, perceive taiko. The final of the 

three semiosis types are styles, identities that can be considered as ways of being 

something particular from a semiotic point of view. Fairclough’s example of this is a 

manager in business, who has to build and use a suitable semiotic style for the position. 

In taiko, an example of this could be teachers of a taiko class. (Fairclough 2009: 164.) 

The three semiosis types mentioned here form orders of discourse when combined, and 

these order constitutes units such as social fields or organizations. In taiko, an order of 

discourse could the organization of Taiko Center as a whole. Texts are also an important 

concept for Fairclough, as he considers them to be the semiotic dimension of events. 

Texts are not only writing, but also include multi-modal texts which combine imagery. 

Some semiotic events are almost entirely text, while some only contain a small fraction 

of text. Examples where text is abundant could be the interviews conducted for this 

thesis, while a taiko practice situation contains less text. Recontextualization can also 

occur in discourse when some social field or institution incorporates discourses from 

another one. In the context of Japan, the Meiji Restoration could be seen as an example 

of ‘colonizing’ recontextualization as Japan took various Western governing systems 

and influences, incorporating them on top of the pre-existing ones. One final essential 

term is operationalization, i.e. putting discourses into practice. This can occur in three 

different forms: by enactment, which forms new ways of action or interaction, by 

inculcation, which forms new ways of being, or by materialization, which forms new 

physical spaces. (Fairclough 2009: 165.)  

 

 

3.2.1 Methodology 

 

Fairclough prefers the term ‘methodology’ over ‘method’, as the dialectical-relational 

approach emphasizes the inseparability of theory and method (2009: 167). In other 

words, instead of forcefully applying methods on the materials, the process needs to 

occur in conjuncture with how the research object is perceived theoretically. The 

general methodology that he describes consists of four stages of analysis: 
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1. Focus upon a social wrong, in its semiotic aspect.  

This stage can be divided into two steps. The first step involves the selection of a topic 

of research where a 'social wrong' could be present and can be approached in a 

transdisciplinary way. This social wrong is defined as a part or parts of a social system 

or order, which are harmful to human welface, but can be in principle "ameliorated if 

not eliminated" (Fairclough 2009: 167). Fairclough continues by noting that topics 

might be sometimes virtually select themselves when studying ones such as 

‘immigration’ or ‘terrorism’, but this does not necessarily mean that they form out to be 

coherent objects of research if not theorized first, thus changing topics into objects of 

research. This theorization is the second step that Fairclough points out. (2009: 167-

169.)  The topic of this theme could be describes as ‘gender issues in taiko’, and the 

theories presented earlier in this thesis will be applied to it in the analysis chapter.  

 

2. Identify obstacles to addressing the social wrong.  

This stage focuses on what aspects of social life prevents the wrong to be addressed. 

This part requires a ‘point of entry’ into the analysis, which in this thesis will be the 

1999 Nihon no Taiko Event. The identifying consists of three steps. First is the 

dialectical analysis of between semiosis and other social elements, the second is the 

selection of texts, focuses and categories for analysis, and the third is the actual 

interdiscursive and linguistic/semiotic analysis. Fairclough notes that part emphasizes 

that textual analysis is only one part of his version of CDA, and that interdiscursive 

analysis (how genres, discourses and styles are divided proportionally, and how they 

relate to each other) mediates between linguistic and social analysis, as well as between 

texts and social practices. (Fairclough 2009: 169-170.) 

 

3. Consider whether the social order ‘needs’ the social wrong. 

The consideration here should involve analysis if the social wrong in question is 

inherent to the underlying social order, if it can be addressed within the social order, or 

if the only way of resolution is changing the social order. If the social order can be 

proven to bring about social wrongs, this is most likely the reason for provoking change. 

(Fairclough 2009: 170-171.) 

 

4. Identify possible ways past the obstacles.  
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The final stage focuses on positive critique instead of negative. This positive critique 

means searching for possibilities for correcting the social wrong in the context of 

existing social processes. Fairclough again suggests using a semiotic approach to detect 

how dominant discourse is “reacted to, contested, criticized and opposed”. (Fairclough 

2009: 171.) 

 

Even though there is logic and sense in this order, Fairclough specifically notes that this 

should not be a strict sequential order, but instead looping back to earlier stages during 

analysis in encouraged. For example, the object of study should be defined in the 

beginning, but as the research project specifies the object and gives more information 

about it, it might prove useful to redefine the object in light of the new data.  

 

 

3.3 Feminist CDA 

 

In addition to the methodology by Fairclough reviewed above, I will implement some of 

the praxis from feminist critical discourse analysis (henceforth FCDA). The term was 

first proposed by Michelle M. Lazar in her 2005 book Feminist Critical Discourse 

Analysis: Gender, Power and Ideology in Discourse. Lazar explains the aim from 

coining a specific branch that links CDA and feminism: 

 

"The aim of feminist critical discourse studies, therefore, is to shop up the complex, 

subtle, and sometimes not so subtle, ways in which frequently taken-for-granted 

gendered assumptions and hegemonic power relations are discursively produced, 

sustained, negotiated and challenged in different contexts and communities." (2013: 

211-212.) 

 

The need for a specific feminist CDA has been questioned by some academics as CDA 

itself deals with many sorts of inequality and injustice, and therefore research related to 

gender could just as well be done under the broader term of CDA. Lazar presents three 

reasons that provide justification for the naming of this specific branch of CDA: 1) 

Many (but obviously not all) of the gender-related studies that implement CDA take a 

critical feminist stance towards the subject of study. 2) Power relations between men 

and women do not function in the same way as for example between social classes, and 

therefore a feminist approach within CDA helps to provide a more precise guidance on 

how to analyze data through feminist principles. 3) The naming of this branch of CDA 
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promotes networking between CDA using scholars that deal with gender issues, and this 

again helps in advancing the quality of research. (Lazar 2013: 213-214.) As hegemonic 

masculinity nowadays occurs largely on the discursive level in a welfare society such as 

Japan, the FCDA approach for investigating discourses of dominance and resistance in 

gendered social practices can assist in the search for valuable information. Lazar brings 

up two kinds of relationships under inspection in gender relationality. First of them 

deals with discursive co-constructions in communities where men and women perform 

their gender roles, not alone but in relation to the other sex. The second relates to 

analysis of various forms of masculinity, how these masculinities participate in 

oppressive behaviour towards women, and how groups of women form to e.g. oppose 

gender inequality. (Lazar 2013: 221) FCDA also draws much from postmodernist 

thinkers such as Butler and the concepts of ‘doing’ gender as well as gender 

performativity, making it especially useful in this thesis since in mainstream CDA these 

concepts are not discussed.  

 

The main reason why FCDA was added to the methods of this thesis is critical 

reflexivity, which according to Lazar is an essential part of FCDA (2013: 223). A 

characteristic of late modern societies, critical reflexivity could be described as taking 

into consideration other subjective interpretations of reality and always questioning 

things usually taken for granted by ourselves. She presents two points of interest related 

to this concept, the first being how it is manifested in institutional practices, and the 

second pointing out a necessity of self-reflexivity among feminists who strive to 

transform gendered social structures. Focusing on this second aspect, Lazar identifies 

the goal of emancipation and FCDA as opening “unrestricted possibilities for both 

women and men as human beings” (2013: 224). Therefore, according to Lazar, liberal 

reformist structures are flawed for two reasons: unchanging gendered socials structures 

and the assumption of sameness in all women. The first reason is important because 

without a critical reflexive stance, feminist research has the risk of regressing towards 

classic liberal equality and freedom where equality implies to freedom inside a social 

structure already set by men. The second reason focuses on how heterosexual western 

white women from a middle class have presented their subjective view of feminism as 

something that covers all the women on globe. (Lazar 2013: 224-225.) The values that 

this thesis represents coincide with those stated in this chapter and also in general with 
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critical reflexivity. This is important to note before the analysis section in order to create 

a clear critical standpoint from where this thesis is written.   

 

 

3.4 Interviews 

 

The interviews for this thesis were conducted at the Taiko Center headquarters in Kyoto 

during the first week of September 2015. I had been exchanging e-mails with the Taiko 

Center staff since March 2015, and during the summer was able to interview the 

company president Higashi, as well as Nitaro Hirobe who is in charge of organizing the 

classes. These preliminary interviews gave me a general idea of how the company 

functions, their client base and the philosophy behind Taiko Center's classes. After these 

interviews I received permission to interview ten of their students about their taiko 

background and how they experience taiko. These interviews gave me invaluable 

information about the how the students see themselves as recreational taiko drummers 

and how they think they are perceived by society. 

 

The group of interviewees consisted of seven women and three men with their age 

ranging from people in their 30s to a few in their 70s. My original plan was to interview 

only women for this thesis, but for the sake of equality, interviews of male members 

were later added to the interview plan. I also came to the conclusion that men who 

practice taiko surrounded by women might provide equally valuable information 

regarding the gender aspect of taiko. The interviewees were from various types of taiko 

classes, ranging from beginners to intermediate players. The interviews were conducted 

in a semi-strctured fashion, with nine question sets prepared in advance, but leaving the 

option open for follow-up questions after each prepared question. 

 

In the actual interview situation, the interviewees were first given a form with the 

general outline of the interview. The form described the purpose of the interviews, the 

general study theme, a notion about publishing the interview results anonymously, and a 

request of permission to use an audio recorder to record the interviews. The original 

version is available as an appendix in the end of this thesis. After they had finished 

reading, they were asked to fill out a simple form to with their name, gender, age, 

occupation and the name of the class they were taking at Taiko Center. After confirming 
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they had understood everything about the form, we proceeded to the interviews. The 

interviews lasted approximately 10 to 15 minutes. During the interviews, I attempted to 

use interjections when appropriate to make the interviewees feel comfortable in that 

were actually comprehended and understood, and also tried to create a more light-

heartedly mood by smiling and laughing when often in appropriate spots. The purpose 

of the interview was to find common features among the interviewees in regards to their 

image of taiko as a hobby, and the gender related observations and issues about taiko 

that they have encountered during their time practicing at Taiko Center. By analyzing 

these answers, my purpose was to find clues that would help in answering the study 

questions presented in the beginning of this thesis.  

 

3.4.1 Interviewer position and representativeness of sample 

 

Certain challenges and limitations have to be taken into consideration concerning the 

interviews and their results. First, my purpose was originally to make slightly longer 

interviews, but Taiko Center requested that I keep the interview time brief, and we 

therefore agreed on a maximum of 15 minutes per interview. Eventually this time was 

enough for the questions prepared, so the time limitation did not significantly hinder the 

interviews. The fact that the interviews were conducted by myself as a foreign person 

clearly representing an academic position might have been beneficial, but it could also 

have had negative effects for the openness of the answers. This is because a person 

clearly outside the uchi-soto system of Japan could be easier to open up to, as the 

interviewee does not have to consider his/her position in society against the interviewer 

as much as against a Japanese interviewer. The flipside of this same situation is that the 

interviewee might think some very Japanese concepts are too difficult for the 

interviewee to understand and therefore decides to leave them out of the answers, 

consciously or unconsciously. 

 

The interview questions were designed in a way that strived to minimize leading the 

interviewees in any direction or putting words in their mouth, while allowing the 

interviewees to freely tell their story and opinions. The latter half of the questions 

focused specifically on gender roles. The reason for this was to see if the interviewees 

themselves would take gender as a topic during the questions of the first half. The 

representativeness of the sample of interviewees was fairly diverse, as interviewees 
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represented various ages, professions and taiko class types. The sex ratio was also fairly 

close to the ratio that Taiko Center classes usually have. The only limiting factor was 

that the interviews were conducted in only one of the Taiko Center practice studios, 

therefore placing the interviewees all in the Kyoto area.  

 

3.4.2 List of interviewees and class type explanation 

 

The names of all interviewees are aliases, but other information such as age or 

occupation will appear as presented by the interviewees in the information sheets. For 

discretion, the ages are represented in ten year intervals. 

 

Name Sex Age Profession Class type 

Suzuki F 70s Housewife Taikobics 

Sato F 60s Nurse Taikobics 

Takahashi F 30s Nurse Enjoy 

Yoshida M 60s Company 

employee 

Enjoy 

Tanaka F 60s Care Manager Elementary 

Yamamoto M 70s Retired Elementary 

Kobayashi M 60s Unemployed Elementary 

Inoue F 60s Housewife Beginners 

Watanabe F 50s Housewife Beginners 

Kimura F 60s Unemployed Silver Enjoy 

 

The types of classes presented here reflect the experience level of the interviewee and 

should be explained briefly. Beginners in the most basic of the classes, meant for first 

timers to learn the basic techniques and rhythms used in ensemble taiko drumming. 

Elementary is the next step of difficulty after the Beginners class, meant for students 

that have at least a year of experience in taiko. Both the Beginners and Elementary 

classes have a presentation at the end of the three month practice period. Enjoy class 

does not have a presentation and is meant players wanting a more casual approach. 

Silver Enjoy is the same as the Enjoy class but directed specifically for older people. 

Taikobics was already discussed earlier in the introduction, being a combination of 
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aerobics and taiko drumming and aimed specifically for women who prefer the exercise 

aspect of taiko more than the actual performing or performing music. (Taiko Lab Class 

Description 2016.) 

 

 

3.5 Interview results 

 

In this section the interview data will be presented question by question. Included are 

the common features in the answers, particularly interesting or enlightening answers, 

and comments that deviated significantly from the majority.  

 

3.5.1 Question 1 

 

My purpose was to begin the interviews by inquiring how the interviewee had gotten 

into taiko in the first place. It was interesting to see if the participants had had contact 

with women doing taiko, and if this had affected their decision of picking up taiko as 

their hobby. A question like this was an easy one to begin with, and it would make the 

interviewee feel more comfortable with the situation. Subsequent questions would then 

gradually gravitate towards themes related to society and gender.  

 

和太鼓を始めたきっかけは何でしたか？  

始める前に音楽とか運動などの経験はありましたか？ 

What was your impetus for starting Japanese drumming? 

Did you have any experience in music or physical exercise before starting taiko? 

 

Half of the interviewees had seen a taiko performance or performances at some point 

during their lives which had played a major part in their decision to start taiko 

drumming. Three people reported that they had heard about Taikobics, a combination of 

taiko drumming and aerobics, and wanted specifically to try those classes at Taiko 

Center. Surprisingly only one of the ten interviewees had some previous musical 

experience, and less than half had actively done sports before starting at Taiko Center. 

All of the three interviewees that were interested in Taikobics had done aerobics before 

starting at Taiko Center. Unsurprisingly, the three men interviewed were all more or 
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less retired from work, although one of them was still working part-time. Mr. 

Yamamoto, an energetic man already in his 70s reported the following: 

 

“When I moved to the world of hobbies after retiring, I hadn’t really done anything 

physical before. I was wondering if there was anything I could really become 

absorbed in, and therefore I came here to experience taiko. After doing taiko I 

started to really get into it and it’s really pleasant. That was the beginning for me.” 

 

3.5.2 Question 2 

 

The second set of questions focused on the present situation instead of the past, as I 

inquired about the role taiko plays in the interviewees’ life at the moment. The purpose 

of this question was to connect taiko with the Japanese society and see if there was 

some unifying trend within the answers. I let the interviewees tell their story freely, but 

if I felt like they were having trouble focusing on the role itself, I would suggest the 

options below the questions and see which of the suggestions resonated most with the 

interviewee. 

 

和太鼓はあなたにとってどのような役割を果たしていますか？  

社会との関わりの為？ スポーツやダイエット？ 音楽？ ストレス解消？ 日常

生活からの解放？ 

What kind of role does Japanese drumming play in your life? 

To stay connected with society? Sports and diet? Music? Stress reduction? Release 

from your everyday routines? 

 

There seemed to be a multitude of roles that taiko plays in the lives of the interviewees. 

The most common answers were simply having fun, releasing stress and getting 

exercise. Mrs. Sato, a nurse in her 60s who had a keen interest in Taikobics, brought 

forth many of the positive aspects that taiko has, especially for an older person:  

 

“I’d say the relaxing effect and mental healing that taiko brings. Also, by learning 

the songs you can protect yourself against the loss of memorization ability. There’s 

that point and, well aerobics and other dances are also good for that, but when you 

have to memorize the songs it’s a kind of mental earning, and that aspect makes it 

meaningful for me.” 
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Ms. Takahashi, the youngest of the interviewees, found that taiko worked as great stress 

reduction to counterbalance her somewhat stressful work:  

 

“Relieving stress plays the biggest role for me. The people I’ve met here are a lot of 

fun, so after going to classes for a while and being with them made it even more fun. 

I’ve been drumming for 10 years now.” 

 

This answer also shows that there are people who have already spent many years 

training at Taiko Center and have gotten more and more into taiko as their skills have 

improved. Mrs Suzuki was enjoying the bodily sensations of taiko the most: 

 

"Currently? It’s difficult as one would expect, but doing taiko is still a lot of fun. 

While exercising my body I can feel the reverberation of the sound coming back to 

me from the drums, and it is a really enjoyable sensation. " 

 

Mr. Yamamoto brought out the retired male worker’s point of view in his answer: 

 

“The role that taiko plays the most for me is, when you look at the Japanese society, 

after retiring you notice that your whole world was the workplace. There is no 

communication outside of that. There is a trend like that in the Japanese society. 

When you quit your job you suddenly realize that you have just lost all 

communication to the Japanese society. When I do taiko casually, I’m able to 

communicate with various people and have a common goal with them. That is 

wonderful.” 

 

3.5.3 Question 3 

 

The purpose of the third set was to move into more abstract conceptions of taiko by 

inquiring the interviewees of their image of taiko before and after starting the hobby. 

With this question I wanted to see if the interviewees would bring up the gender aspect 

of taiko without having to explicitly mention it. From some interviewees I asked if they 

had a masculine image after they had finished their explanation. 

 

和太鼓のクラスを始める前に和太鼓に対してどのようなイメージがありました

か。男らしい？ 練習をし始めてからそのイメージが変わりましたか？ 

What kind of an image did you have of taiko before starting the class? Masculine 

image? Did your image change after you started practicing taiko? 
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The inquiries about the image of taiko revealed some very interesting answers. Before 

starting taiko, more than half of the interviewees didn’t really have much of an image of 

the taiko according to their answers. People associated taiko with rhythm, strength and 

Japanese festivals, but as for the actual drumming there were not that many 

preconceptions. Mrs. Suzuki, a housewife in her 70s, expressed her image in the 

following way: 

 

“In my case, I didn’t really have an image beforehand… I really like listening to 

Japanese instruments, not just taiko. It’s the Japanese sound, I really like it. 

Therefore the beat of the drum also conveys well to me. “ 

 

The image of all the interviewees had changed after starting taiko. Most of these image 

changes were reported as being quite drastic, as people did not understand how difficult 

taiko actually was. Besides underestimating the difficulty, almost all interviewees 

thought that taiko has constantly become increasingly enjoyable. 

 

When asked if taiko had a manly image, a majority did not feel that taiko had that kind 

of an image, at least not anymore. Several people also noted that even though that kind 

of an image might exist, women also have an image of playing the taiko in a more 

womanly manner. The gender image did not come up except in one interview without 

me asking about it, but people did have much to say about it after being asked. One of 

them was Mr. Kobayashi, a retired man in his 60s, who was the only man in his class: 

 

“In the elementary class there are usually 10 to 13 people participating and I’m the 

only man there. I used to think that taiko was mainly for men, but in reality like in 

my class where I am the only man, it unexpectedly has all along the way been more 

of women’s thing.” 

 

Mrs. Tanaka, a care manager in her 60s, expressed her gender image in the following 

way: 

 

“It has a manly image too, like the stylishness of a man striking the biggest taiko 

with his back to the crowd. Despite that, women have their own attractiveness when 

they play the taiko, and both sexes have their own characteristics and merits in 

taiko.” 

 

3.5.4 Question 4. 
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This question shifted the focus from the interviewee to the people close to them. I 

inquired the interviewee how their spouses, parents, children, friends etc. viewed their 

selection of hobby. The goal with this question was to see what kind of a general 

reaction practicing taiko produced as a fairly uncommon hobby, thus revealing a 

glimpse of how the society outside of taiko sees this hobby. Obviously with a question 

like this, there exists the possibility that the interviewee might not be willing to tell 

about negative reactions. Indeed, the behaviour and the briefness of the answer of a few 

interviewees betrayed a clear unwillingness to answer this question. Still, I felt that a 

vast majority was honest in their answers.  

 

周りの方はこの趣味についてどう思われていますか？  

旦那さん、奥さん、ご両親、お友達、など 

What do people around you think about this hobby? Your spouse, parents, friends etc. 

 

Almost all of the ten people interviewed reported that their families and friends viewed 

this hobby positively, and a positive change had also been noticed in many of the 

participants by people close to them. Mrs. Inoue, a housewife in her 60s, commented: 

 

“They think it’s a good thing. It’s good exercise and it changes a person, makes you 

more cheerful. Or maybe cheerful is not the right word, more like positive, that’s 

what my children think.” 

 

Mrs. Sato’s family and friends wondered about her selection of a new hobby: 

 

“So far I’ve done jazz dance, aerobics and flamenco. None of them were Japanese of 

origin, so everyone thought it was kind of strange that I started taiko and asked me 

about the reasons behind it. However, as I started doing it I noticed there were 

connecting elements because music is everywhere, and it’s also really meaningful 

for me. My friends also noticed this and were glad to see that I was enjoying what I 

was doing.” 

 

There were a few interesting exceptions as well. Two people reported that some of the 

people close to them consider taiko to be “uncool” or noisy. Mrs. Watanabe, a 

housewife in her 50s, told me that she was coming to the classes secretly. I could have 

possibly continued by asking her the reasons for this secrecy, but at the time of the 

interview it did not seem appropriate.  

 

3.5.5 Question 5. 
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The fifth set of questions worked as an introduction to the questions with a societal 

emphasis. The goal was to turn the interview to a more socially-oriented direction for 

the rest of the interview. This question also served the purpose of finding out how 

conscious the interviewees were of social problems in Japan. This again was useful 

information in regards to the last questions, as the interviewees knowledge of society 

works as preliminary data for analyzing the answers. 

 

現在の日本社会の問題について関心がありますか？ 特にどのような問題につ

いて 

Are you concerned with problems within the current Japanese society? What kinds of 

problems especially? 

 

A few people were somewhat perplexed by this question and could not really provide an 

answer. In the other end of the spectrum, some interviewees provided quite long 

answers about their view of the current Japanese society. All in all, this question proved 

to be a useful reference as to how socially aware the interviewees were. Many answers 

mention negative themes like the hectic modern society and the individualization of the 

Japanese people, but many also expressed how Japan is still a good country to live in. 

Mr. Yoshida, a very talkative man in his 60s with an appreciation of Japanese traditions 

told the following: 

 

“I included, our way of thinking is fairly Eurocentric when it comes to education, 

and in fact our whole culture is like that. I too have been familiarized with it, or 

even poisoned by it, if you excuse my use of a bad word. Like I previously said, I’m 

not very good at taiko, but I feel like there’s a rhythm in taiko that doesn’t go with 

the fixed rhythm of Western music. However, when you make musical notations of 

taiko, Western notation is used and therefore newer taiko pieces follow that precise 

Western notation. If you try to write local songs with Western notation, it might not 

even be entirely possible. I feel that not just in taiko but also in a general way of 

thinking. This might be a difficult example, but let’s take for example the all 

encompassing nature of Christianity that is taught to us all the way from elementary 

school. Buddhism is also taught in schools, but in Buddhism this encompassing 

nature is very thin. Therefore in this case as well, after studying various moral 

concepts, it appears to me that the European culture has permeated the Japanese 

society. This might be just me but I feel it’s a little bit a shame.” 

 

3.5.6 Question 6. 
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Moving forward with the questions about Japanese society, I next inquired about the 

way the interviewees perceived women who drum. This question naturally was 

important as it gave clues on the gender discourses that revolve around taiko. 

Furthermore, it was interesting to see how the answers between male and female 

interviewees varied. It was also interesting to see whether women brought up men in 

comparative way in their answers, or strictly focused on only women.  

 

日本文化の中で、和太鼓をやっている女性はどのような印象でしょうか？ 個

人的な意見をお聞かせください。 

In Japanese culture, what is your impression of women who play the taiko? Please give 

your personal opinion. 

 

All of the interviewees agreed that women who play the taiko give out a positive 

impression. The opinions that were used to describe women in taiko contained words 

such as active, positive, lively, equal, good-looking and wonderful. Some of the 

interviewees brought gender themes into their answer, and among these people an equal 

view of taiko was predominant.  Mrs. Suzuki found that women indeed were a positive 

force in taiko and placed women on the same level as men in the world of casual taiko: 

 

“I think that women are pretty amazing, and I’m not saying that just because I am 

one. We are playing an active role on the the same level as men, and I think that’s 

wonderful. I don't think I can reach that level, but some women really are skilled.” 

 

Mrs. Tanaka shared similar kinds of views:  

 

“As to be expected, taiko is an essential part of Japanese traditional arts. It’s great 

that women have gotten more involved with it. Formerly only men could do taiko, 

but nowadays it doesn’t really matter if you are a man or a woman. Women are 

progressing in various fields, so it feels like the Japanese society is at a point of 

gender equality.” 

 

On the other side of the spectrum of answers, Mrs. Sato still thought taiko as being 

more male dominated, at least concerning the image of the instrument itself:  

 

“Well women had koto or shamisen in the old days. I think that there are a lot of 

women doing taiko, but men might still form the majority. That’s fine as it is an 

instrument that belongs to the male world imagewise to me at least. However, the 

participants in this Taikobics that we are doing are mostly women and there I don’t 
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really feel this image. The image of taiko from a gender perspective is still manly, 

much like the image for koto is effeminate. ” 

 

The male views were positive as well. Mr. Yamamoto pointed out how in his opinion 

women self-assert themselves through taiko: 

 

“Indeed in general there are a lot of women who are in charge of the home. In reality, 

women doing taiko are doing it to be in contact with the society outside of the home 

and to make friends. There are people who at first didn’t even like taiko, but now 

when they have made friends their view has changed from a negative to a positive 

one. They have become more cheerful from the influence of the communication. It’s 

self-assertion I think.” 

 

The talkative Mr. Yoshida continued with his view on how Japan is being observed too 

much from a Western point of view: 

 

“This is not limited to taiko but women have more hobbies than men, who only 

work. I think it’s ok, but when you’re a women you can expand more in society, in 

various meanings. You give birth, raise the children, work as a housewife and have 

various hobbies. Japan is perhaps a society with male superiority, but women are 

actually more remarkable than men. In a Japanese proverb women are called 

“Mountain Gods”. When looked from a Western point of view, the image of male 

chauvinism feels quite different. Nowadays when I hear about e.g. restoration of 

rights for women, it’s thoroughly from a Western viewpoint and then it might seem 

like male chauvinism. However, in reality individual gender relations are not really 

expressed as weak or strong, and the same works in marital relationships. Women 

are more widely spread to different places. In that sense it’s only natural that 

because women have various hobbies, there are also many who do Japanese taiko. 

There’s no feeling of being out of place for women here.” 

 

3.5.7 Question 7 

 

The seventh question is a continuation to the previous question, but this time the target 

was the interviewee directly instead of a general opinion. The goal of this question was 

to take a slightly more negative stance and observe what the interviewees would answer 

from their own standpoint. The answers to this question would give a general view of 

whether or not taiko was already totally accepted as a hobby for women in their own 

opinion. Due to the form of the question, it was only asked from the female participants. 

 

女性として和太鼓を練習すると、社会に反していると思いますか？ 

When you practice taiko as a woman, do you ever feel like you are going against 

society? 
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As it could already be deducted from the previous answers, none of the women thought 

that they were going against society in any way by practicing taiko. Ms. Takahashi 

thought taiko actually works the other way around in regards to a societal view:  

 

“Not at all. On the contrary, since I’m Japanese taiko really suits me well. It’s a part 

of Japanese culture and I would like it spread more so that people can enjoy it.” 

 

Mrs. Tanaka felt that women are making good use of their time nowadays: 

 

“It doesn’t particularly feel like that. Women are good at using their time efficiently. 

In the past women were tied to the household and were bound in living in that 

environment. As to be expected, nowadays women are making good use of their 

time with their hobbies and are very lively indeed.” 

 

3.5.8 Question 8 

 

This was the final actual question. I wanted to investigate further what kind of images 

the interviewees had concerning gender and taiko, and this question allowed them to say 

more freely what they possibly had not been able to say during the previous questions. 

It was also very interesting to see if there were differences in the answers between older 

and younger people, as well as between men and women. 

 

和太鼓を通して性別について考えることがありますか？ 例えば？ 

Have you thought about taiko drumming through a gender perspective? In what way? 

 

Most of the interviewees had not really thought of taiko through a gender perspective. 

Those that had said either that taiko gender does not really matter in taiko anymore, or 

that the only difference that men and women have is that men can produce a louder 

sound with the taiko drums. Mrs. Watanabe revealed that her opinion had changed 

during the last 20 years: 

 

“Well, the first time I saw taiko being performed was about 20 years ago, and back 

then when men were hitting the really big drums I thought that this was something 

for men. However, lately women have been drumming a lot so I do not think like 

that anymore.” 

 

Mr. Yoshida thought that there might still be some sort of gender division occurring 

with professional groups, but not with casual players:  
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That also depends on the performer, but naturally men can produce a bigger sound 

with the taiko. This is coming from a person who is not very experienced, but when 

I see professional women performing, there is certain sensuality in the way that 

women beat the drum. I won’t go into if it’s a good or bad thing, but there is a 

special traditional difference related to gender. On our level though, there is no such 

thing, only that men can produce a bigger sound. 

 

3.5.9 Question 9 

 

Finally I asked the interviewees to freely tell if they had something on their minds that 

they had not yet had the possibility to say. 

 

この質問以外に、なにか和太鼓に対して考えがございましたら、お聞かせくだ

さい。 

If you have some thoughts about taiko that did not come up during the previous 

questions, please tell about them freely. 

 

A large number of the interviewees praised taiko as a great hobby and wished that even 

more people would try it. Mrs. Sato summarized her opinions very well: 

 

“Before starting taiko drumming I felt that taiko was something that belonged to 

men and slightly felt like women were in a ‘lower class’. After beginning, however, 

I started to think that men have their own rougher way of playing, but women too 

have a lot of expressive power that is maybe different from the power that men have. 

Taiko is something that surpasses gender boundaries and something that everyone 

can enjoy. However, since it is still not that widely spread, I would like it to spread 

more so that people could enjoy the merits of taiko, even if there is a certain 

strictness in practicing taiko as well.” 

 

Mr. Yamamoto ended his interview with a remark about the increase of foreigners doing 

taiko at Taiko Center: 

 

“The amount of foreigners playing taiko here has really risen. I think foreigners 

have also come to feel the attractiveness of taiko.” 
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4. ANALYSIS OF DATA 

 

In order to provide a more comprehensive image of the gender discourse revolving 

around taiko, it is important to discuss professional taiko before amateur taiko. As 

outlined in the introduction of this thesis, there still exists a 'social wrong' in the world 

of professional taiko in the form of gender inequality. This social wrong should first be 

analyzed semiotically. In other words, to see if similar social wrongs appear in the 

discourse around recreational taiko, we must first analyze discourses where they do 

exist, i.e. professional taiko. The point of entry for this analysis the will be the 1999 

Nihon no Taiko event at the National Theatre in Tokyo. It is also discussed by Bender 

(2012) and Konagaya (2007) due to its symbolical importance. Twenty-two years after 

Kimiko Kawata’s group performed in the first Nihon no taiko, the theme for the 1999 

event was chosen to be women who play taiko. A suitable text for the analysis of the 

semiotic dimension of this event from a CDA standpoint is the poster of the event. The 

text of the right side of the poster displays the name of the event: Nihon no taiko - onna 

ga utsu (日本の太鼓―オンナが打つ). The first part of the title translates to "Japanese 

taiko", while the second part could be translated as "struck by women". What makes the 

second half unusual is the fact that it is written in katakana, the syllabary commonly 

used for loanwords. Konagaya suggests that this word choice signifies an ambivalence 

towards the nature of the event, when women enter a sphere represented by masculinity 

and the male body, a place where some might feel they do not belong. He compares this 

to the Japanese distinction of private and public that was dominant when kumi-daiko 

was being founded, reflected by the positions of men and women respectively at that 

time. (Konagaya 2007: 81-82.) The smaller text in the lower right of the poster 

describes the event, as well as the semantic relation between the written explanation and 

the picture. The first few rows explain how taiko has a strong connection to Shinto 

rituals and is considered to be a masculine instrument with a majestic image, but the 

explanation continues as to how taiko music has surpassed gender limitations and how 

women have developed an intense playing style themselves, one that does not lose to 

the style of men in any aspect. The picture functions as an affirmation of this 

explanation, as it depicts the mythological Shinto goddess Ama-no-uzume dancing bare-

chested while hitting a drum attached to her pelvic region. As Bender notes, Ama-no-

uzume could be interpreted as the first taiko drummer in the Shinto legends, and in this 

context the picture is an attempt to create a link between the religious and secular 
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symbolism by making a connection between Shinto myths and modern day female taiko 

drummers (2012: 144). The picture might therefore be an attempt by the organizers to 

debunk even the Shinto-related criticism towards female participation in taiko by 

showing that the origins of drumming in Shinto mythology are actually derived from a 

female progenitor.  

 

 

Figure 6. Nihon no taiko 1999.  Poster: Shawn Bender. 

 

The importance of this poster and the actual event that is introduced comes from their 

active effort to promote women's participation in taiko, which until this event had been 

mostly done by the taiko groups themselves. This public and very prominent push 

towards female gender emancipation can be seen as a clear catalyst for opening 
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discussion about various gender issues in taiko. Indeed, in 2001 the Asano Taiko 

affiliated journal Taikology published an article about the future of taiko from a female 

perspective, introducing fifteen influential female drummers from various groups. 

Konagaya brings up an important interview from the same journal, where a renowned 

folklorist and taiko scholar Masahiro Nishitsunoi discusses how society sees female 

drummers. According to Konagaya's abstract of the interview
17

, a concern at the time of 

the interview was to explain the intrinsic nature of women in taiko as the styles between 

the groups had become more and more diverse. Nishitsunoi takes the extremities of the 

feminine and sensual Kimiko Kawata, and the masculine and aggressive Honō Taiko, 

describing that while Honō Taiko plays taiko in the way as men do, Kawata instead 

rejects the way that men play taiko with her performance. Nishitsunoi explains that 

from a male perspective Kawata has a shamanistic quality, but also a certain sex appeal 

in her performances. Honō Taiko in his opinion takes this shamanistic nature even 

further, describing their playing as a trance of sorts. From these comments, Konagaya 

extrapolates that the proposed shamanistic quality of female taiko is in fact a possible 

way for women to semiotically enter the world of taiko. (Konagaya 2007: 83.) This 

brings the theme a full circle back to the Nihon no taiko poster, reinforcing the 

assumption that there was indeed an active semiosis present to include women in the 

discourse of taiko. From a CDA point of view, this can be seen as recontexualisation of 

historical and shamanistic Shinto elements on top of the gender aspect of modern-day 

taiko. 

 

 

4.1 Discourse of gender in taiko 

 

Having established a starting point for the analysis, we can proceed to analyzing the 

discourse of gender in taiko in the period after the Nihon no taiko event. As it was not 

possible for me to interview professional groups for this thesis, I will use the interviews 

done by Bender and Kuwahara to briefly approach the gender discourse in the context 

of professional taiko before discussing the Taiko Center interviews. Bender's studies 

focus mainly on Kodo, and he approaches the gender aspect of the group through 

interviewing apprentices during their two year training period which defines if they can 
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 Unfortunately the original interview was not available as Taikology is only published in paper format 

in Japan. 
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enter the group or not. According to Bender, the Kodo apprentice programs take in 

approximately 20 trainees every year, with generally half of them being women. He also 

notes that while most of them are not conscious of gender factors and limitations that 

affect taiko players, the apprentices become increasingly aware of them as the 

apprenticeship progresses. (Bender 2012: 150.) Many of the apprentices in Bender's 

interviews were worried about their lack of physical prowess, as they felt that they 

needed to match men in strength and were under comparison against a "male standard 

of playing", but soon found out that matching men when it comes to physical strength 

might be an impossible task. This caused general uneasiness in the comments of the 

women, up to the point where one of the female apprentices stated that she would not 

join Kodo as a performing member even if accepted, due to a lack of positions suitable 

for her. (Bender 2012: 153-154.) Bender continues by noting a shift in the discourses of 

women in taiko, stating that when women started performing with Kodo, a common 

negative feedback from the audience in concert surveys was that women should not play 

because of the Shinto notion of pollution in women. However, as time passed, this 

discourse was mostly replaced in the surveys by comments of titillation and 

objectification towards the female performers. (Bender 2012: 156.) This objectification 

will be discussed further in the following chapter about bodily discourses. 

 

In Kuwahara's interviews, Yasuko Takakubo of Ondekoza comments that in her opinion, 

there is too much of a consciousness of performing on the same level of men, and in her 

case this is exactly what she wants to avoid. Takakubo instead suggests that there is a 

style for men, otoko-uchi (男打ち), and a style for women, onna-uchi (女打ち). In 

otoko-uchi, the performance stance would be with open legs, swinging the sticks with 

power usually from above the head. In contrast, in onna-uchi the legs should be closed 

and the drum should be set in a horizontal or oblique position, so that it can be hit from 

the side. (Kuwahara 2005: 11.) The professional taiko sphere therefore seems to be 

divided into two 'schools' of female performance types, one type setting a specific role 

for women in which to function, while the other provides more freedom and allows 

women to move in and out the gender boundaries suggested in the interview by 

Takakubo. Considering these concepts through Butler's theories, this division represents 

an example of confrontation between gender conformity and non-conformity. The 

approach suggested by Takakubo could be seen as an attempt to create a gender- 

normative system within taiko, one that allows the participation of both sexes but places 
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them in predetermined conformative roles. On the other end of spectrum, Drum Tao 

could be taken as an example of a more non-conformative approach, since in the group 

the women perform in both types of roles suggested by Takakubo, moving somewhere 

between these types in different performance pieces.
18

 

 

Shifting the focus to recreational taiko and the interviews conducted for this thesis, the 

order of discourse here becomes quite different in comparison to professional taiko. 

From the ten interviewees, a distinct unifying neutral discourse about gender aspect of 

taiko becomes apparent when analyzing the interviews. Gender image was the first 

aspect related to gender asked in the interviews. As seen from the interview results of 

mainly question three, the masculine image of taiko was not clearly as dominating in the 

answers as it has been is the professional taiko discourses. The amateurs in the 

interviews connected the male imagery of taiko more to playing intensity than anything 

else, and actual mentions of some sort of male dominance in taiko were almost 

nonexistent. Instead, the imagery has shifted into one where men and women coexist in 

taiko, while having the distinct features in their performances that bring their own 

flavours into performances, but neither dominates over the other. As Mrs. Tanaka stated 

in question three of the interviews, both sexes have their own characteristics and merits 

in taiko
19

. Her way of expressing this is a fairly gender-neutral features of men and 

women, and this theme of gender neutrality was present in many of the interviews. 

Words such as onna (女) or otoko (男) that somewhat lack politeness and draw more 

attention to sexual aspects of people were not generally used in the answers, although 

there were a few exceptions with men being referred to as otoko. Instead, the more 

gender-neutral words of dansei (男性) and josei (女性) were used in almost all of the 

interviews. The male perspective of the image of taiko in the recreational context is also 

very interesting, as the men in Taiko Center function in an uncommon environment in 

Japanese society where women are the vast majority. In the interviews, this was 

reflected in the image of taiko that the male members reported. As Mr. Kobayashi stated, 

he originally thought that taiko was something masculine, but being the only male 

member in the group where he was practicing, this image had changed completely
20

. 
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 See Appendix 3. Video 5. 
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 "それぞれの特徴があって、それぞれの良さがあります。" 
20

 "太鼓は男性のものと思っていたんですけど、実際のほうが、僕のクラスで一人で、全体的にも女性らしいですね。ずっと意外にずっと意外にずっと意外にずっと意外に。" 
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Discursively, the ending of the comment zutto igai ni is the most interesting one, 

proposing that at least in the context of Taiko Center, there never has been a time when 

men dominated this space, and that is something unexpected that Mr. Kobayashi would 

have not expected earlier. However, the image of taiko being a male instrument still 

lingers, as to be expected. This can be observed in Mrs. Sato's answer to question six, 

where she brought up the male image of taiko, focusing on the gender division of 

traditional instruments. The comparison made between the imagery of taiko having a 

male image and koto having a female one is an interesting one, as before the Meiji 

Restoration koto performances were officially limited to only men. The image of the 

koto has since transformed to a feminine one, having similarities to the change of 

gender images in taiko. 

 

Moving on to the questions asked on the second half of the interview, questions six 

through eight explored the participants' views of a more concrete gender position within 

Taiko Center beyond the imagery of taiko. As can be seen from the answers discussed 

earlier, there was substantial variation in the answers to question six, and while the 

answers were all fairly positively charged, some interesting gender-related discourses 

appeared suitable for the analysis. Mrs. Tanaka had a very positive, perhaps even 

unrealistic, image of the Japanese gender equality situation, fuelled by her perception of 

society through the equal state of Taiko Center
21

. Interesting here is the inclusion of the 

two adverbs yahari and honto ni. Yahari is usually used in a context where something 

occurs that has been suspected or predicted by the speaker, and honto ni here is used to 

stress the word danjo byōdō, meaning gender equality. This sentence therefore implies 

that most likely due to the influence of the classes at Taiko Center, the interviewee has 

felt for a longer period of time an atmosphere of equality in what she most likely 

subjectively perceives as a larger entirety of taiko in her personal experience. This again 

suggests that this atmosphere has been present for a longer period of time, and is not 

something that has come to existence during the time Mrs. Tanaka has practiced at 

Taiko Center. We do not know exactly how long this period is, but her being in the 

elementary class, which is perhaps the most advanced of the classes within the 

interviewees, suggests that it is at least several years. The more elderly people 

practicing at Taiko Center do seem to have a tendency to repeat many classes of the 
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 "今はほとんど男性女性関係なく差別なく、いろんなことに女性も進出してますので、やはりやはりやはりやはり日本社会はもうほんとにほんとにほんとにほんとに男女平等、そういう感じですね。" 
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same level and not to advance to the most difficult classes in which the physical and 

rhythmical requirements undergo a decisive increase. One more notable aspect in the 

answers for this question was the lack of moderate expressions, in the form of adverbs 

such as 'almost' or 'somewhat' in the context of describing women's participation in 

taiko. In other words, the women didn't describe themselves as being in the process of 

reaching the same level as men, but considered themselves already being there. Mrs. 

Suzuki's answer in question six is an example of this, in which she states that in her 

opinion women are truly on the same level as men in recreational taiko
22

. 

 

In question seven, there was a unified front in the interviewees with the opinion that 

women did were not going against society by doing taiko. Being a fairly self-

explanatory set of answers, I will not go into this in more detail. One important gender- 

related discourse repertoire that became apparent in this question was the amount of 

available possibilities for housewives nowadays, in comparison to the time when most 

of the interviewees were young. This was brought up by Mrs. Tanaka who stated that, in 

the past, women with families were indeed tied to the household, but nowadays they are 

much livelier outside the household in the world of hobbies. Her comment implies that 

to a large degree women are no longer bound to the household, and thus are able to do 

what they please during their free time without breaking any societal boundaries. This 

was supported by Mr. Yoshida, who stated that even from a male point of view, women 

are actually more remarkable than men, as they manage to have broader societal 

connections than men while at the same time taking care of the household. What is 

lacking from these interviews are the comments of women currently in the process of 

raising children, as the only woman under 50 among the interviewees, Ms. Takahashi, 

did not have presumably children. Bender's observations might point out why at least 

young mothers were not among the interviewees, as according to his own experiences 

with an amateur group he was involved with, women who have children usually drop 

out of the groups to focus on childrearing. In the case of both parents participating in 

taiko, the husband tends to be the one continuing the hobby. (Bender 2012: 165.) 

 

The final questions of the interviews mainly supplemented the ones discussed earlier. 

Many of interviewees had not indeed thought of taiko from a gender perspective when 
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 "本当に同じ位のレベル本当に同じ位のレベル本当に同じ位のレベル本当に同じ位のレベルで活躍してるし、もう素晴らしいと思います。" 
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inquired in question eight. This lack of a gendered opinion itself could be the result of 

the gender neutral values of Taiko Center, as for most of their students it seems that 

gender has very little to do with the actual practicing of taiko. One interesting 

observation that can be made from the interviews is that working women answered the 

gender-related questions in much more detail than housewives. This might suggest that 

being a woman in the workforce results in coming across more gender issues on a daily 

basis, resulting in a more analytical perspective of gender and problematic issues that 

revolve around it. Granted, there is a possibility that this is just a coincidence, and thus a 

larger qualitative study would be necessary to confirm this speculation. The 

interviewees who did comment on gender focused on either one of two things, the only 

difference being the more muscular physique of men which grants more percussive 

strength, or that in the past there was a difference between men and women in taiko, but 

from their standpoint this difference does not exist anymore. Several people also added 

that since everyone is doing taiko together, that is the primary focus regardless of 

gender, and that no one feels out of place when doing taiko together. Matsue, too, 

noticed similar discourses when interviewing a man in his 40s. This interviewee also 

pointed out that even though his sex and age are rare at Taiko Center, even he had not 

experienced feelings of being out of place. (Matsue 2016: 228.) 

 

 

4.2 Discourse of the body in taiko 

 

The discourse of the body is especially prominent in the context of professional taiko 

groups. As discussed earlier, Butler sees the gendered body as an effect of social 

discourse, one that is often performed in the public, and therefore the current body 

ideals should first be discussed. Beauty ideals from the West have had a heavy influence 

on Japan, and the current ideal is largely based on Western stereotypes. Spielvogel's 

study suggests that the most admired body features as a young slim figure with good 

proportions, attractive straight legs, and above all else thinness (2005: 150). Overly 

visible muscles are somewhat undesirable, and therefore most women choose aerobic 

workout instead of one that develops visible muscles (Spielvogel 2005: 142). 

Historically speaking, after World War II the ideal beauty image for women came to be 

known as hattō shin (八頭身), i.e. beauty which relates to the ideal body ratio of the 

head being 1/8 of the length of the rest of the body. This ideal is still very much 
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prominent in the Japanese society, promoted especially by television programs and 

fashion magazines, and it has also caused many types of disorders especially among 

Japanese women forcibly trying to achieve this ideal. (Nielson 2013: 4) Furthermore, 

Japanese girls between the ages of 5 to 17 weighed less than ever in recorded history 

according to a study released by the Japanese Education Ministry in 2012. The study 

reported that even though the average height of Japanese girls has increased over five 

centimetres since the data started being collected in 1948, the body weight average was 

lowest in history, with 46% of elementary school girls having already tried dieting. 

(Japan Times 2012.) Concerns about body image do not only include girls and women, 

but also boys and men, who have been influenced by the media to try to develop their 

physique and to spend money on skin care and hair salons, striving to gain popularity 

and fame as implied by the body in the media (Nielson 2013: 4). The difference 

between the sexes is that women attempt to achieve their ideal body image by means on 

dieting, while men usually rely on exercise. In light of Butler's theories, it could be 

debated that these body ideals are partly maintained by the gender normative concepts 

that dominate and regulate the media in Japan, which reinforce the image of an ideal 

body. This again affects both how taiko performances are perceived and how especially 

recreational taiko players use taiko for dieting purposes. 

 

In professional taiko, female bodies are discursively in an inferior position compared to 

men according to Bender. This is caused by the state of the hegemonic masculinity of 

the professional circles, making the male body the standard and female body the 

exception. (Bender 2012: 145.) In addition, due to the physical nature of taiko 

performance, the body is constantly under examination by the audience and taiko peers 

alike. As women are the exception, their bodies are especially objectified. An example 

from Bender exemplifies how the male gaze manifests in the bodies of female 

performers. He describes a discussion between him and a Japanese male member in an 

amateur group rehearsal, where Bender inquired what the Japanese person thought 

about Honō Daiko. The person answering thought that Amanojaku was better than them, 

but not because of the skill of either group but merely because he thought they were 

cuter (Bender 2012: 163). Groups such as Honō Taiko, Amanojaku and Tao could then 

very well be considered a sort of ‘drag’ when looked through performative theories. 

This drag does occur partly with clothes, but mainly with revealing the muscular bodies 

that in Japan move very much away from gendered body ideals, and especially with 
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women whose bodies seems to be under constant evaluation by men and women alike. 

As the women in the groups have to train their ‘naturally’ weak bodies, they seem to 

cross a boundary in the Japanese concept of body image, which could be harmful to the 

group image-wise. Bender discusses this in relation to Nishitsunoi's 2001 interview also 

quoted earlier by Yonagaya. He brings up Nishitsunoi's comments about the necessity 

of cuteness and sex appeal on the female players. Nishitsunoi states that even though it 

is acceptable for women to play in groups and perform ō-daiko, he doubts that there will 

not be much of an interest to see performances of groups without natural sex appeal and 

cuteness (Bender 2012: 164). As discussed earlier, Butler argues that this kind of 

subversion usually leads to a punishment to its enactor by the surrounding gender-

normative society (Kotz 1992: 88). In this case the punishment could be considered as 

coming in the form of loss of audience and critique towards the performers for ‘trying to 

be something they are not’. In fact, not only men shy away from this enactment of 

masculine femininity, but also some women find this off-putting. Bender exemplifies 

this by citing the opinion of a female curator of a taiko museum about two other female 

groups that performed in the 1999 Nihon no Taiko. These groups performed in a way 

that Bender calls “wild abandon”: screaming, shouting and jumping during their 

performance. The curator described the performance in the following way: “That’s not 

taiko. It’s nothing more than [Western] percussion.” (Bender 2012: 164.)  

 

The word ‘Western’ here is used in an intriguing way. Bender believes that the word 

was used to express not only crossing forbidden gender boundaries, but also national-

cultural ones, and conceives the usage of the word to describe becoming “unbound” 

(2012: 164). Taking this notion slightly further, I believe that the usage here also 

signifies how the mind-body is conceived in Japan. The inseparability of the mind and 

body is a core concept in Eastern philosophy, whereas in Western philosophy generally 

the mind and body are understood as separate entities, as a Cartesian dualism. Founded 

in Buddhist principles, this ‘oneness of body and mind’ is very much present as a 

guiding principle in Japanese theatrical and martial arts. According to Ozawa-de Silva, a 

mind-body unity is achieved through disciplined training and practice (2002: 34). She 

continues: 

 

“Eastern mind-body theories frequently discuss how creativity is expressed within a 

standardized style or form, whereas Western philosophers believe such issues fall 

outside the domain of the mind-body problem. Yet aesthetics, seldom part of the 
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Western approach to mind-body issues, also needs to find a place within an 

extended account of embodiment in its social and cultural dimensions.” (Ozawa-de 

Silva: 35.) 

 

Therefore, by the curator commenting on a performance being “Western”, the 

underlying thought might be that the performance is in fact lacking the control and 

discipline expected of a traditional Japanese performing art. It is possible that the 

problem here is not only a question of presenting oneself in masculine way, but is also 

related to the assumption that by partially losing control or becoming “unbound” as 

Bender suggested, the performers move away from the Eastern disciplinary philosophy 

related to the performing arts towards a sort of Western dualist way of presenting 

themselves. Still, the growing popularity of taiko in all its forms might suggest that the 

ideas presented here about the unattractiveness or the trained female body are 

undergoing a change, which has occurred especially during the last 15 or so years. 

 

Moving into recreational taiko, the discourse of the body does not come up very 

prominently in the interview questions. There are two main reasons for this, one being 

that there was not a question that specifically targeted the body image of the 

interviewees, and the other being the fact that body image generally plays less of a role 

in recreational taiko and its performances. It is most relevant in the context of Taikobics, 

which emphasizes the aspect of bodily training more than any of the other classes in 

Taiko Center. From the two interviewees who at the time of the interviews took part in 

the Taikobics class, Mrs. Suzuki had something to say about body and exercise in 

question two, as she was clearly impressed by the bodily sensations that taiko had to 

offer, both in the form of developing one’s body and in the reverberation felt within the 

body while hitting the drums
23

. Even though this discourse did not come up in many of 

the interviews (possibly due to the age of the interviewees), on the Taiko Center website 

the body and its representation are more prominent in the semiotic genre of advertising 

the classes, especially towards women. For example, on the website of the Tokyo 

Aoyama practice studio, Taiko Center uses a very slim female model with large eyes 

and prominent Western facial features to advertise the classes (Taiko Center Aoyama 

2016). This is very much in accordance with the beauty ideals discussed by Spielvogel 

in her study of fitness centers in Japan. As Taiko Center and especially Taikobics have 
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 "体を動かして、音の響きはこう自分にとって、帰ってくる響きはね、すごい楽しいって言うか...心地があります。" 
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much in common with fitness clubs, it is not surprising that they are both used as tools 

of reaching body ideals, ones that are reinforced by the media. It is only logical then that 

Taiko Center as a profit-seeking company uses stereotypical body themes in their 

advertising. Still, even though Spielvogel suggests that "beauty ideals are located at the 

intersection of patriarchy and capitalism", in the case of Taiko Center, patriarchal values 

play less of a part in this usage of idealised beauty ideals (2005: 172). This can be 

deducted not only from the gender neutral atmosphere analyzed in other sub-sections of 

this chapter, but also from the imagery of the Taiko Center advertisements. These do 

not portray the model as an object, but instead she is actively participating in various 

taiko-related activities, displaying clear active agency and emotion. 

 

 

4.3 Work, leisure, and their connection to gender 

 

A discourse that was surprisingly prominent in the interviews was the role and purpose 

of taiko for the interviewees. This relates largely to gender, as there was a clear 

difference between how men and women perceive the relation between work and leisure 

in the interviews, and moreover how this affects the possibilities of having hobbies like 

taiko drumming. Of the male interviewees, all in their 60s or 70s, Mr. Yoshida and Mr. 

Yamamoto both talked about how from their experience the possibilities for having 

hobbies were extremely limited due to long working hours, and only now after having 

retired, they have a chance to enjoy hobbies. For instance, as Mr. Yamamoto answered 

to the third question, his social connection to the society outside of the home had been 

solely based around his workplace, and he used taiko to replace the lost connection to 

society that many Japanese men experience after retiring in his opinion. His later 

suggests that this also applies to women in charge of the household, as he asserts in 

question six that women too are largely doing taiko to maintain connections to society. 

In this question, his description of Japanese women usually in charge of the household 

can be seen as a fairly stereotypical one
24

. Looking at this sentence, the adverb yappari 

(which was previously encountered in the more polite form yahari) here represents an 

assuring of one’s opinion together with the end of the sentence, in a way seeking 

approval from myself as a fellow man. He continues by explaining that actually many 
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 "やっぱりやっぱりやっぱりやっぱりあの、一般的に家庭内のほうが多いじゃないですかじゃないですかじゃないですかじゃないですか。" 
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women did not particularly enjoy playing the taiko initially when they joined, but 

through communication with others they learned to like the environment
25

. Finally, he 

ends his comment by suggesting that women doing taiko are in fact engaging in self-

assertion. Although usually this expression has quite a negative connotation, I believe 

that what Mr. Yamamoto here is trying to express is that through taiko women are 

trying to get attention from their peers, this being based on the way the comment was 

made in the interview recording (Weblio 2016). To summarize, Mr. Yamamoto 

suggests that social interaction is perhaps the primary reason for both men and women 

of his generation to join the Taiko Center classes, but for men this usually occurs after 

retiring. On the other hand, housewives do this to get away from the house and socialize 

while at the same time asserting themselves. Even though his comments are fairly 

positive towards women in general, the elements here show signs of stereotypical 

patriarchal ideologies. On question six, Mr. Yoshida on the other hand suggested that 

the route of becoming a housewife and having children offers much more freedom to 

women in comparison to men, who only work. His opinion is that Japan is indeed a 

country with male superiority, at least when viewed from a Western point of view, but 

women have liberties that men do not especially as housewives. He also talks about the 

way how the relation between men and women should not be considered with the terms 

strong or weak
26

. My interpretation of what he attempts to convey here is that Western 

concepts of gender equality and discrimination are not directly applicable to the context 

Japan, a recurring theme seen in his other answers, as he also commented that the way 

of thinking in Japan has become too Eurocentric. The word dansonjohi that he used in 

this answer, refers to predominance of men over women (Weblio 2016). From his 

perspective, this is not what is occurring in Japan, even though it might seem like it to 

the viewpoint of a Western interviewee. He also suggests that the power relations 

between Japanese women and men should not be measured on a scale of strong and 

weak, as this does not properly reflect the more complex relations that effect e.g. the 

position of men an women in a conjugal relation. 
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 "最初、あまり太鼓が好きじゃない方もいたんだけど、今のところ、友達ができて、マイナス思考からプラス思考に。コミュニケーションがあって明るくなってきた。自己主張自己主張自己主張自己主張だね。" 
26

 "西洋文化から見たら、かなり男尊女卑男尊女卑男尊女卑男尊女卑的な社会になってるですけども、実際日本の個人的な間では女性の力、まあ、夫婦間もそうですけど、かなり強い弱い強い弱い強い弱い強い弱いという表現とちょっと違うんですけどね。" 
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Returning back to the other interviewees, the fact that three of the seven women who 

were interviewed had jobs to some degree counters the argument presented above by Mr. 

Yamamoto. These women were working in fairly stressful nursing related jobs, but they 

have found the time to practice taiko nevertheless. The reason for this might be 

precisely the nature of their work, as they use to taiko counterbalance this stress. All 

three reported that at least when they started taiko, stress release and mental healing 

were their reasons of starting taiko. The stress reducing and healing effect of taiko has 

been promoted by Taiko Center, and Taiko Center president Higashi reports in his book 

that taiko has in fact saved people from serious depression (2013: 25-27). Drumming in 

general has been scientifically proven to relief stress as well as improve memory and 

physical coordination, so there exists a clear foundation for Higashi's writings (Northrup 

2016). With male company employees, the most common method of stress release 

could very well be the after work nomikai, drinking with one’s colleagues. Because of 

these after work events and the overtime working culture of Japan, men do not have as 

much time for hobbies and perhaps do not feel the need to have them as much as 

women do. In addition, Matsue's study suggests that when it comes to finding hobbies 

and forming new social connections, men are less likely to expressly engage in these 

activities (2016: 228). Still, as can be seen from the interviews, while the original reason 

for many people starting taiko classes might have been societal self-assertion or keeping 

contact with society, or alternatively stress release and physical exercise, many 

interviewees commented that taiko had become more like a natural part of their lives. 

This could be linked to the rapid growth of taiko as a hobby. If something is described 

as a part of one's life, it is already something that the people in question have little 

intention of abandoning from their lives and provides to them something more than only 

the aspect they were seeking initially.   

 

Moving the focus to leisure time, Fuess has analyzed Japanese statistics about leisure, 

and in general the Japanese society follows a U-curve in this regard. This means that 

before entering the workforce, young people have a lot of free time on their hands, but 

the amount of leisure time decreases sharply after starting work, and then later starts to 

rise again when the employees have become seniors in their work places. (Fuess 2006: 

11) This is in accordance with the age distribution of the interviewees in this thesis. 

What is contradictory with Taiko Center in comparison to this study is the gender ratio, 

since according to Fuess, women actually have less leisure time than men. The average 
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hours available on weekdays in 2006 was on average 3.51 hours for men and 3.34 for 

women, while on Sundays the difference is even greater with 6.65 hours for men and 

4.72 for women. Further, the average time used for hobbies was only 0.51 and 0.45 

hours respectively for men and women on weekdays, while on Sundays it was 1.40 for 

men and 0.82 for women. (Fuess 2006: 16-17.) This would suggest that in recreational 

taiko, women use a larger portion of their free time for taiko, while at the same time 

having less time in general from which to spend it. Based on this and the interviews, 

taiko could be considered as a special or a unique hobby among women, if it indeed has 

the ability to engage a disproportional ratio of women with less time to spare. The same 

study shows that recreational media usage has been on the rise in how Japanese use 

their leisure time, which could also explain the lack of young people at Taiko Center 

(Fuess 2006: 10). The little time that people in their 30s and 40s have goes into 

watching television and playing video games, thus leaving very little time for active 

hobbies such as taiko.  

 

 

4.4 Taiko stage and practice room as third spaces 

 

The spatial aspect of taiko has yet to be explored and analyzed. As in previous parts of 

the analysis, spatiality in professional taiko will be discussed prior to amateur taiko. 

When considering the gender qualities of a professional taiko practice room and stage, it 

is possible to define the possible existence of a third space through the semiotic 

qualities of professional taiko. As discussed earlier, the apperance of Kimiko Kawata in 

the end of the 1970s created a new kind of gender marginality, one that existed inside 

the discourse of taiko. Even though Kawata's Miyarabi Taiko was something new and 

possibly even radical at a time when women in taiko were almost nonexistent, the group 

might have been too different from the mainstream taiko with their Okinawan and 

gender aspects. Therefore, when Miyarabi Taiko claimed their own nook in the taiko 

sphere of influence, their marginal position was so clear that it was easy to be 

discursively demarcated in the periphery, thus never quite reaching the spatial element 

of Thirdspace that exists in the centre and margins simultaneously. In the search for this 

radical Thirdspace, we have to move closer to the present day and search for a context 

where difference is being "displaced and disordered" in an attempt to blur the line 

between binaries and classifications imposed by dominant hegemonies (Soja 1996: 118). 
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My proposition is that groups such as Honō Taiko and Amanojaku could be considered 

contexts like this, resisting gender hegemonies by moving away from the binary system 

by their own volition.  

 

In earlier chapters, it has been established that Honō Daiko is indeed breaking 

traditional boundaries with the masculine femininity in their performances, actively 

challenging the dominant binaries of gender and sex. This confirms the radical aspect of 

what is expected of a Thirdspace. Spatially, Honō Daiko is affiliated with Asano Taiko, 

perhaps the most influential taiko manufacturer in Japan and the publisher of the 

Taikology journal. Therefore, a point could be made that the group does exist spatially 

in the centre and the margins simultaneously in accordance with the theories of Soja and 

hooks. Even though they have been under the pressure of being pushed into the 

hegemonic otherness, the fact that Honō Daiko has stirred discussion about gender in 

taiko in and outside of the academic circles, their choosing of marginality (instead of 

being forced there), as well as their connection to Asano taiko has kept them in the 

Thirdspace where they continue to resist hegemonic discourses. Amanojaku would 

therefore also function in a similar kind of Thirdspace as Honō Daiko. On their website 

they explain the origin of the group name and how it represents their principles; 

originally meaning a fairylike imp from Japanese mythology, in modern-day language 

Amanojaku means someone that goes against the grain of society. Looking at the 

pictures on the website, the female members are often represented playing in front of 

the group while the men are playing more in the background. They also emphasize that 

their music is "about looking beyond trends and superficiality in order to find an artistic 

truth" (Amanojaku 2016). In this discourse exist nuances implying that Amanojaku is 

actively promoting the participation of women in taiko and does not force their 

performers into the standard mould that emphasizes stereotypical effeminate femininity. 

It can also be seen as criticism against the male-dominant nature of taiko and an 

objection to the objectification of women, here possibly referred to with the word 

"superficiality". (Amanojaku 2016) With connections to one of the oldest and 

historically significant groups in the Kantō area, Sukeroku Daiko, and the influential 

position of their leader Watanabe, Amanojaku is able to work simultaneously from 

within and out of the centre, making use of their position to influence the discourse of 

gender in taiko. The group also performs more actively than Honō Daiko, playing their 
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30th anniversary performance this year, thus still actively influencing the gender 

discussion revolving around present-day taiko. 

  

In the context of recreational taiko, the spatiality aspect takes a different form from 

what was described above. Looking at the Taiko Center interviews, it is possible to see 

that, instead of characteristics of Soja's Thirdspace, the recreational taiko practice room 

could be considered as what Oldenburg describes being the third place. The professional 

taiko room does not fit into this definition, as it is a workplace, or a second place for 

Oldenburg. However, Taiko Center is not a workplace, but a place for inclusively 

sociable community life, offering not only a basis for it but a celebration of it 

(Oldernburg 1999: 14). Many of the interviewees indeed praised the community of 

Taiko Center, for example Mr. Yamamoto in question five, who found a new way to 

communicate with society after losing that aspect of his life when he retired from work. 

Mrs. Tanaka also thought that in the beginning taiko worked as stress relief, but 

eventually it became more like a natural part of her life
27

. The practice room has 

newcomers and regulars as seen from the interviews, and it provides a playful mood of 

acceptance as expected from a third place. Social status also seems to play little role 

there. Some aspects, like the light-hearted conversation is indeed not the main activity 

during classes, but the taiko playing itself could very much be considered 

communication with others. Conversation also exists before and after classes, as I 

personally noticed witnessed during the week when I conducted the interviews at Taiko 

Center. While the taiko practice room is not accessible almost at any time of the day per 

se as described by Oldenburg, in the context of Japan it is clearly one of the most easily 

approachable and accessible ways to practice traditional instruments, a view also shared 

by Matsue (2016: 226). The constantly increasing number of Taiko Center practice 

rooms around Japan works as proof of this. Even though not one of the defining factors 

of an Olderburg third place, he also describes these places as being gender neutral, even 

though having a tendency to create interaction with the same sex. This is also somewhat 

true with Taiko Center, which is indeed close to gender neutrality as established before, 

but from what can be understood from the interviews, the tendency to socialize with the 

same sex is replaced with equal socialization between everyone. The only contradictory 

factor that goes against the definition by Oldenburg are the relatively expensive course 

                                                 
27

 "でも今はストレス解消よりも生活の一部" 
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fees, which might prevent people like students with tight budgets from entering (Matsue 

2016: 232). Still, there being very few alternative places of engagement in the taiko 

context, this contradiction holds little weight when balanced with the other matching 

factors. All in all, the Taiko Center practice room is very close to what is theorized by 

Oldenburg as the third place, an important space for civic engagement, creative 

interaction and a place that produces an important sense of belonging. Comparing this 

result to the professional taiko spatial analysis, an interesting transition from a radical 

hegemony defying Thirdspace of the professional taiko context towards a neutral and 

welcoming third place of the amateur taiko becomes apparent. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

 

The study questions can now be discussed through the analysis of the previous chapter. 

Here I will also present examples of the four stages of Fairclough's methodology, and in 

what contexts these stages appear. The four stages are not discussed in a particular order, 

and as Fairclough points out, the numbering of the stages is not meant to be a 

mechanical order of progression to begin with (2009: 167). 

 

1. What types of discourses can be found in the world of taiko regarding gender and 

sex? 

2. How do these discourses differ between recreational and professional taiko? 

 

With the analysis in contrast to the study questions, I will begin with questions one and 

two together, as they intertwine with each other in several aspects. The first discourse 

that was taken under inspection was the 1999 Nihon no Taiko event, which is naturally 

related to professional taiko. Two specific discourse repertoires were analyzed in 

relation to this event, the first one being the repertoire of the usage of Shinto aspects as 

a part of justifying the existence of women in the world of taiko, and the second briefer 

repertoire dealt with the appearance of female drummers into the 'mainstream' taiko 

world. The Shinto and the related shamanistic repertoire turned out to be rather 

surprising ones from a Western point of view, as personally this was the first time I 

have seen discourses related to Shinto to be used as tools to defend women's rights. The 

tendency to see Shinto as a patriarchal tool comes from it restricting the access of 

women to certain places and events, one of them being the sumo ring, though lately 

many Shinto-related bans towards women have been lifted. Still, it seems that this 

counter-hegemonic Shinto and shamanism-related discourse could be quite an effective 

one, especially towards patriarchal discourses based on nationalism and tradition, as 

usually behind these discourses are Shinto-based claims of male supremacy. Konagaya 

also seems to acknowledge this efficiency when he quotes Nishitsunoi's interviews in 

his work, as analyzed in the previous chapter. Thinking this through Fairclough's third 

stage of methodology
28

, this usage of discourse would suggest that there is a way to 

address the problem within the social order without changing it. Shinto, being 

                                                 
28

 Considering whether the social order ‘needs’ the social wrong.  
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something crucial to the underlying nature of 'Japaneseness', is surely needed in order to 

maintain Japanese national identity and traditions. However, if the problems related to 

taiko can be semiotically resolved within this system as we saw above, there does not 

seem to be a justification for a larger change of social order. 

 

The following chapter took under inspection various discourses that targeted 

specifically the gendered aspects of practicing and performing taiko. The professional 

discourse focused on the gendered playing styles, and in the case of Kodo, women felt 

the need to match the men in playing force and vigour. In Kuwahara's interviews 

Takakubo suggested that women do not have to pursue a similar style as men, since 

there can exist different playing styles for men and women that complement each other. 

A critique here can be made that this proposed gender conformative system could be in 

fact work as an obstacle for addressing the social wrong in taiko
29

, creating a binary 

system that limits freedom of expression and discursively divides the sexes into 

unnecessary slots. The currently active groups introduced in this thesis are located 

performatively either in reinforcing a gender conformative system within taiko, where 

women and men have predetermined playing styles from which they will not diverge, or 

alternatively in freeing the roles for women in taiko groups, promoting leeway in their 

gendered presentation. So far men have not diverged from their gendered playing style, 

but there is a possibility that in the future a groundbreaking group might appear that 

brings elements of feminine masculinity into the world of taiko. This has happened in 

Japanese popular culture with the emergence of feminine male characters in anime and 

manga, popular music
30

 and television, so it is not an impossible scenario in the world 

of taiko either. The discourse of gendered aspects in playing and performing became 

much more neutral in the context of Taiko Center, as many interviewees confirmed that 

even though there naturally exist differences in the imagery of gender in taiko through 

professional performances, during the classes and performances in Taiko Center these 

play very little part, as women in the classes play on the same level as men. Taiko 

Center does not seem to divide playing or performance roles according to gender either, 

and as some interviewees suggested, amateur taiko at Taiko Center has all along been a 

practice where no one feels out of place regardless of gender.  

                                                 
29

 An example of Fairclough's second stage. 
30

 E.g. in visual-kei rock music (ビジュアル系), some male artists dress in feminine clothes and wear 

heavy make-up. 
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In recreational taiko, the discourse of the body contained only the repertoire of exercise 

in the interviews. This was complemented by an analysis of the repertoire of beauty 

ideals and the advertising of Taiko Center in accord to these ideals, but the same 

inspection also showed the lack of patriarchal themes in the ads. When analyzing the 

body in professional taiko, two main repertoires were discussed. The first of them was 

the normative bodily expectations towards female taiko performers and their breaking 

with masculine feminine bodies, while the other was the concept of the mind-body and 

its relation to Japanese performing arts. From these, the mind-body related repertoire is 

particularly interesting, as it is often seen as an important hallmark of Japanese culture, 

particularly in traditional performing arts. The transition within taiko towards a Western 

approach can be seen in the flashy approach many newer groups tend to take, and this 

will no doubt be a watershed for many critics who aspire to keep taiko as Japanese as 

possible. A similar juxtaposition between Western and Eastern sets of values surfaced 

when analyzing the connection of work and free time, and this is perhaps the only time 

in the context of Taiko Center where a discourse with some traditional patriarchal 

values could be seen within the gender perspective of the male interviewees. However, 

this does not necessarily translate into a misogynistic mindset, but in fact quite the 

opposite in this case, as the men interviewed commented that women are clearly on the 

same level as them in the taiko practice room, or even possibly superior in and out of 

the sphere of hobbies. With the generation interviewed, then, moving from the first 

place of home to a third place such as Taiko Center suggests there being a metaphorical 

watershed between these spaces, the home being still considered a sphere where 

traditional values might apply, but when involved with a third space related to hobbies, 

these values disappear and might even become somewhat reversed in nature. 

 

3. Is there an ongoing change of gender discourse in the taiko sphere? 

 

The discourses around professional taiko display clear signs of an ongoing change in the 

last 20 or so years. At the change of the millennia, there seemed to exist an atmosphere 

of having to explain why women should semiotically exist in the world of taiko. This is 

directly related to identifying the 'social wrong' in Fairclough's first stage of 

methodology, the social wrong being the semiotic difficulties for women to exist in  the 

world professional taiko, and the inability perform on the same level as men due to 
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limitations imposed on women. As can be seen e.g. in the imagery of taiko in the 

interviews and the debate about performance styles, the discourse has moved from the 

question 'why?' to the question 'how?', meaning that current groups no longer seem to 

have to explain their existence, but can instead focus on experimenting with different 

roles and performance styles for men and women alike. Amateur taiko is more 

problematic in this sense, as it would seem that Taiko Center has remained a fairly 

unchanged and neutral place of gathering and socialization in recent years. However, 

quantitatively speaking, with the growth of Taiko Center and with it being featured in 

various television programs, the knowledge about the existence of a place such as this 

has without a doubt reached significantly more people than in the past. This is bound to 

have some sort of an effect on how traditionally influenced music in Japan is perceived, 

especially when regarding the possibilities of participation for recreational players 

wanting to experience the elements found in taiko without restrictions related to some 

traditional instruments.  

 

4. Have women selected taiko as their hobby because they want to resist gender 

stereotypes? 

 

In the context of Taiko Center, there are very little explicit signs of women at least 

consciously doing a decision of this kind when beginning taiko. In general, there seems 

to be a certain reserve in speaking about going against patriarchy and stereotypes 

especially by older generations, and this might be part of why this did not explicitly 

appear in the interviews. Not necessarily a direct challenge of stereotypes, but men and 

women alike who practice at Taiko Center are nevertheless a part of creating an 

environment from which increasingly egalitarian values might seep (or already have 

seeped) into other areas of society, such as the home or workplace. 

 

5. Can taiko practice room be considered a place of emancipation from the masculine 

hegemonic nature of the Japanese society? 

 

Looking at this question through third space theories, in the professional taiko context 

this would indeed seem to be the case with many of the groups introduced in this thesis. 

These groups have been able to displace and disorder dominant hegemonic discourses 

from their third space, pushing various boundaries of body and gender, thus working as 
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a catalyst for criticism about masculine orientation of professional taiko. The fact that 

this has been done already in the more socially visible professional taiko means that 

amateur taiko does not necessarily have to be a place of resistance, but can enact as a 

neutral place where the results of emancipation have already materialized. This answer 

also relates directly to Fairclough's fourth stage of methodology, identifying ways past 

the obstacles of the social wrong in professional taiko.  

 

6. How do the answers to the preceding questions reflect the broader gender status of 

the Japanese society? 

 

Marginalization of women in various fronts in the Japanese society is still undoubtedly 

a serious problem, even though the Japanese government has made efforts to rectify 

these problems. As top-down regulations and guidelines seem to lack effect, an 

alternative in the creation of equal chances can be a bottom-up approach, starting from 

small circles among the people. Women are increasingly taking matters into their own 

hands in creating semiotic contexts in which to function, and taiko might be an example 

of a movement such as this. This bottom-up emancipation in taiko has been partly due 

to skilfully placed and managed discourses in the right places at the right times, which 

have not been directly pointed in criticizing patriarchal structures, but have had an effect 

in creating more freedom for women to express themselves. Another aspect that could 

mirror a larger trend in the Japanese society is the conflict between Western and Eastern 

values and their relation to gender. This was not only apparent in the interviews, but 

also in the discourses on how taiko performances are being perceived and performed.  

By distancing themselves from traditional values and moving into a Western way of 

performing, the discourse also distances itself from patriarchal dominant values of 

Japan, allowing for more latitude and freedom. This might become an increasingly 

visible trend in the Japanese society in the case that traditional Japanese values are not 

re-evaluated in the future, especially concerning gender. When discussed through 

Fairclough's fourth stage
31

, the movement towards Western values can be indeed seen as 

one solution, although there is the possibility that if a taiko group moves too much 

towards the West, the Eastern elements which make taiko unique might suffer in the 

process. 

                                                 
31

 Identify possible ways past the obstacles (of equal participation in taiko). 
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6. CONCLUSION 

 

The primary purpose of this study was to approach contemporary gender discourses and 

issues through taiko, the traditional Japanese art of drumming. The two primary 

theoretical frameworks used to approach the theme were the performative theories 

proposed by Judith Butler and third space theories by Edward Soja and Ray Oldenburg. 

Critical discourse analysis, and especially the dialectical-relational approach was used 

as a methodological framework for analyzing various texts related to taiko. In addition, 

gender issues in taiko from various sources were compiled and discussed, adding the 

nearly unexplored dimension of recreational taiko and its particular gender aspects into 

the discourse, which are largely based on the interview results provided by ten 

recreational taiko drummers from the Kyoto Taiko Center.  

 

As seen throughout this thesis, the performance of professional taiko is not only about 

playing on stage, it is also about performing gender. However, in recreational taiko, 

these performative acts seem to diminish significantly due to various reasons discussed. 

Being one of the few areas of Japanese traditionally influenced music that has been 

'taken over' by women, both professional and amateur taiko provide fascinating areas of 

research that contain orders of discourse with many interesting features of the 

contemporary Japanese society. Modern ideals and traditional instruments come 

together in taiko, which at least on the recreational level seems to draw a surprisingly 

mature female-dominated group together to enjoy something that they have not had the 

chance to experience before. This something might come from seeking enjoyable 

experiences and the joy of moving one's body to some of the participants, or it might 

contain goals with roots in deeper societal issues, such as stress release or seeking a way 

to connect to society. Amateur taiko also contained interesting discourses on how the 

division between work and leisure time reflects the generation now between 50s and 70s. 

The same discourses revealed some discourse genres related to hegemonic masculinity, 

albeit the men making these comments generally saw women in the context of taiko in a 

positive light.  

 

All in all, discursive signs of resisting patriarchal values became apparent, especially 

when examining professional taiko. Beginning in the 1970s through Kimiko Kawata's 

taiko performances, the turning point for women in professional taiko came with the 
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1999 Nihon no Taiko event. Through the Shinto discourse in the genre of advertising in 

this event, the gender status of taiko was increasingly opened for discussion in various 

contexts. Several groups have polished their unique styles of drumming in the 2000s, 

some with a clear division between how men and women should perform, some with 

clear goals to break gender stereotypes in Japan with bodily discourses, and some that 

move in between these two extremities. Also discussed were the Western-influenced 

beauty ideals and how these affect the image of women performing taiko, as well as the 

advertisement decisions of Taiko Center. As analyzed through third place theory, Taiko 

Center's classes provide a neutral environment important in the civic engagement and 

sense of belonging to the people attending these classes. The birth of this environment is 

no doubt partly due to the efforts of Munenori Higashi, the founder of Taiko Center, but 

it was also argued that the efforts done by radical groups in the Thirdplace of 

professional taiko stage have also significantly advanced the development of Taiko 

Center into an Oldenburg third place.  

 

This study provides valuable information on how taiko promotes gender-equal 

socialization in an environment with added mental and physical benefits. With media 

taking more and more of the leisure time of the Japanese, the set of values presented in 

the media influence especially the younger generation of Japanese, highlighting the 

discourses of sex and gender to how they are presented in the media. This increase of 

passive media consumption also results in a lack of possibilities of socialization outside 

of the home and the workplace. Further, the openness of discourse that I believe has 

allowed women to make taiko as their own, at least in the recreational sphere, could be 

analyzed in even more detail, compared, and applied to other hobbies. On the other 

hand, the process of radically challenging existing patriarchal values and the push 

towards of egalitarian ones is fairly unique in professional taiko. By observing this 

process, and its connection and transfer to the amateur sphere, other areas of Japanese 

society could use the information to develop openness in the struggle against issues that 

relate to sex and gender. From a CDA point of view, the existence and growing success 

of Taiko Center can be seen as an operationalization of the discourse of gender in taiko, 

opening the much needed possibilities especially for women to freely practice taiko. 

This materializes in the form of new practice studios opening, with women being in the 

forefront of making this possible. My conclusion is that the combination of the 

traditional aspect, represented by the instruments and songs, the modern aspect, 
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represented by the format of classes at Taiko Center, the social aspect of the practice 

room being an example of an Oldenburg third place, and the exercise aspect all come 

together to form an empowering gathering place. It provides freedom to experience 

traditionally influenced music in a fresh context, and this opportunity is seized 

especially by older people who in the past have not had a chance either socially or 

spatially to participate in an activity such as taiko drumming. 

 

Being a master's thesis, some topics found in the interviews had to be omitted from the 

analysis due to length limitations. An example of this could be a comparison of Western 

and Eastern instruments in the context in gender, and how the origin of these 

instruments reflects gendered values in their respective spheres of influence. Other 

topics have been only scratched on the surface, such as how the usage of leisure time 

depicts gender issues in Japan. For further research, an expansive study of amateur taiko 

groups could provide more information on how the gender participation and discourse 

of gender manifests. As Taiko Center is the largest company offering classes to 

amateurs, it is a good representative of the general state of amateur taiko, but since the 

Taiko Center practice studios are present only in large cities, the more rural areas of 

Japan are largely ignored. In addition, a more expansive set of interviews spanning 

practice studios in multiple cities could reveal a more comprehensive image of aspects 

that this study neglected, such as regional variance in discourse and gender participation. 

Equally important is the seeming lack of young people in their 20s and 30s from the 

amateur taiko sphere. Some clues to this were seen in this thesis in the form of 

perceiving taiko as 'uncool' and due to the increase of media consumption, but a more 

expansive study could reveal possibly other reasons why amateur taiko has not received 

as much popularity among young people as with the age group between 50 and 70. This 

could possibly be done by interviewing young people in taiko clubs or circles that exist 

in Japanese high schools and universities. Finally, the discourses in taiko could be 

compared and implemented to other areas of Japanese society, where the conversation 

not only about gender, but equality in general, has not yet yielded results in removing 

social wrongdoings.  
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Appendix 1. Interview information sheet. 

 リク・コイヴリンネ           ＿＿. 09. 2015 ヘルシンキ大学大学院 東アジア研究 修士論文  1) このインタビューはヘルシンキ大学大学院の修士論文の資料を集めるためのインタビューです。  2）この論文の目的は和太鼓を趣味とされている方の中で社会的な共通点があるか否かを調べることです。  3）このインタビューの結果は論文を提出する際に匿名で発表します。  ４）差支えなければ、インタビューの録音にご協力お願いいたします。 尚、この録音は回答の書き取り、及びインタビュー後に解答者の日本語を再度確認するためです。  何卒ご理解とご協力をよろしくお願いいたします。   性別：  男    女    年齢： ＿＿ 代  職業：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿  太鼓センターのクラス名：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿  
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Appendix 2. Original interview question sheet.  １）和太鼓を始めたきっかけは何でしたか？ 始める前に音楽とか運動などの経験はありましたか？    2) 和太鼓はあなたにとってどのような役割を果たしていますか？  社会との関わりの為？ スポーツやダイエット？ 音楽？ ストレス解消？ 日常生活からの解放？     3）和太鼓のクラスを始める前に和太鼓に対してどのようなイメージがありましたか。男らしい？ 練習をし始めてからそのイメージが変わりましたか？     4）周りの方はこの趣味についてどう思われていますか？  旦那さん、奥さん、ご両親、お友達、など     5) 現在の日本社会の問題について関心がありますか？ 特にどのような問題について    6）日本文化の中で、和太鼓をやっている女性はどのような印象でしょうか？ 個人的な意見をお聞かせください。     7）女性として和太鼓を練習すると、社会に反していると思いますか？     8）和太鼓を通して性別について考えることがありますか？ 例えば？     ９）この質問以外に、なにか和太鼓に対して考えがございましたら、お聞かせください。 
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Appendix 3. Video links to taiko related programs and performances. 

 

Video 1. GOCOO performance in Norway (2009). Available at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITrVDzUyGhk (Accessed 16.8.2016) 

 

Video 2. Honō taiko performing at the opening ceremony of the 2005 World 

Championships in Athletics in Helsinki, Finland. Available at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NuB1inLiLK4 (Accessed 16.8.2016) 

 

Video 3. Taikobics featured on Fuji News Network news program. Available at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vOHKiVsB9Y (Accessed 17.8.2016) 

 

Video 4. Taiko Lab Asakusa featured onぶらぶらサタデー, a travel/variety progam 

on Fuji Television. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ms5OfRBFBL0 

(Accessed 17.8.2016) 

 

Video 5. Drum Tao on The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lE6N_QD99C8 (Accessed 15.8.2016) 

 

 


